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Law scrutinized
Students file class action suit on law
Staff Report

Because of a legal loophole,
Murray State University
students did not have to have
health insurance for the fall
semester, but requirements for
the spring are still uncertain.
The loophole resulted from
MSU students having to be fully registered by Aug. 30, when
the law did not take effect until
Sept. 1.
"So it never actually affected
students for this fal1," said Phi1
Bryan, registrar and dean of
ad missions.
Insurance may be needed for
the spring, however, depending
on the outcome of a lawsuit fil.
ed by two students -Julie Pincombe of Ashland Community

College and Michael L. Kessler
II of the University of
Louisville.
On Aug. 22, Franklin Circuit
Judge Joyce Albro extended the
restraining order she had
issued for Pincombe and
Kessler temporarily allowing
students to enroll without
health insurance until the
law's constitutionality can be
decided.
"Since there is a class action
suit, it's all null and void until
spring," Bryan said.
The class action now covers
all college students in Kentucky unless exemption is
requested.
·
The law, passed by the
General Assembly la~t year, set

a minimum coverage requirement for students enrolled in
nine or more hours each
semester.
The student's policy had to
cover at least 14 days of
hospitalization and 50 percent
of physician fees.
The law also covers part-time
students who are taking at
least 75 percent of a full course
load. ·
Bryan said the law may be
repealed in the 1992 General
Assembly, unless action is
taken in the class action suit.
He said students will not be
required to ~how proof of inPlease see HEALTH
Back Page

Umar tours Burundi
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

When Dr. Farouk Umar
traveled to Africa this summer
it was to work, but. he took time
out for leisure and said he enjoyed the scenery the most.
"Even though it was their dry
season, there were flowers
everywhere. The birds, all colors, sing differently. The
weather and the flowers were
really nice," Umar said. "In a
sense one can say that man
hasn't destroyed the environment completely yet."
He visited Burundi, a small
country about the size of
Maryland, to serve as an
academic . specialist at the
University of Burundi.
The capital of Burundi, Bujumbura, has about 240,000
residents, including extended
suburbs. Overall, there are
about 3 million to 4 million people in the country.
"It is a pretty country," Umar
said. "It has the second-deepest
lake in the world. Ironically,

the country and I saw the
wealthy and the poor social
classes. The middle class hasn't
developed as it has in a
developed country," Umar said.
Although it is a poor country,
the capital is well-developed.
"It has Western hotels and
restaurants. I was flabbergasted to find there were
Greek restaurants that served
Western food as well as Greek
food. Italian restaurants served
pizza," Umar said. "Yet, these
restaurants weren't inexpensive. The upp~ ~~Id
afford them, but I ~d say the
average Burundian couldn't."
Education is very important
to the Burundians. "They know
FAROUK UMAR
that if they want to progress as
the weather was much better . a country, they need education.
than here because it was It's not unusllal for a student to
breezy. It was totally different walk three hours to class and
from what I had expected."
back. They might be living in
Burundi is a landlocked coun· the mountains," he said. "I was
try, which means it depends on just amazed at the amount of
imports. "Not everyone can af. walking and the distances peoford the things that are brought ple walked in order to get from
in. I drove quite a bit around one place to another."

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

FOOD, FRIENDS AND FUN
Members of the Unlveralty Christian Student Center kicked off the school year by getting
everyone together for volleyball and a cookout. Charlie Bazzell, campus minister, Terri
Nutgrass, a graduate atudent from Loulsvme, and Darrell Miller, a senior advertising major
from Greenville, grilled hamburgers at for about 75 people who attended.

Extended campus plan tabled,
approval expected. in November
Staff Report

The council on Higher Education recently delayed action on
Murray State University's plan
to offer courses on its extended
campuses in Madisonville,
Hopkinsville and Fort Campbell. But, University officials
hope to get the "go-ahead'' in
November.
President Ronald J . Kurth

said the plan simply was not approved because it was too
"innovative."
"We proposed to combine the
sites under one administration
becauSe they are no more than
25 miles apart," he said.
The council, however, contends that the combined-site
plan does not meet the standard

guidelines for extende d
campuses.
The guidelines require
classes be held at one site with
a single administrator and that
the program project an enrollment of 300 full-time students
within three years.
Please see EXTENDED
Back Page

Students back; bookstores' business picks up
By LEIGH LANDINI

" We try to buy as
many books as we
can from students"

News Editor

For most students, the beginning of
school means spending their bard-earned
money on class essentials.
Most Murray State University students
will spend more than $200 on textbooks
for any given semester, said Bobby
McDowell, manager of the University
Store.
Bob Bradley, owner of Bradley Book
Company, said most students were spending about $175 on books this semester.
He also said students were buying more
used books than new books. "I felt like it
was quite expensive this time over other
times,'' he said.
Students can choose from either new or
used textbooks, but McDowell said the
University Store tries to have plenty of
used books available. About 35 percent to
40 percent of books sold at the University
Sto1·e are used books, he said.
The bookstore sells used books to
students at a 25 percent discount, and
book profits are donated to a University
scholarship fund, McDowell said.

Bobby McDowell
Manager University Store

"The lab books that we have printed by
the University, a certain part of that goes
to departmental scholarships," he said.
"That helps a lot of students in the
sciences and humanities."
Bradley Book Company sells used
books at a 30 percent discount and buys
books from p rofessors, used-book
wholesalers, · publishing companies and
other universities as well as from MSU
students.
"We make the same off a used book as a
new book," Bradley said. "We just don't
make as much on new as used.
"I'd say a student saves from $20 to
$25," he said. "We've had people save
anywhere from $75 to $100."

~

The University Ubrartes oonslst of the Harry Lee Watet1leld Ubrary,
which contains the general collection; the Forrest C. Pogue Ubrary,
which houses special oollectlons and the university archives; and
the l.&gal Resources Ubraty.

.

1987-88

Number of Books
Checked out
o f U b rary
• Waterfield Ubrary

waa

1988-89

1989-90

1990-91

80,496 94,670 98,722 81 ,297*

closed through the months of May -september.

Source: UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

BACK TO SCHOOL BOOK PRICES
{used prices quoted) c:::J University Store

Back Page
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
·CIRCULATION

Even though the University Store's
books are sold at a 25 percent discount,
McDowell said, the books are marked up
20 percent from the wholesaler cost. The
University Store buys from four usedbook warehouses including Southeastern
Books of Murray, Nebraska Books,
Follette Books and Missouri Books. They
also count of book buybacks from MSU
students at the end of each semester.
"We try to buy as many books as we can
from students," McDowell said.
Books are bought back as long as the
textbook was used on this campus,
McDowell said. Students are paid half of
the new price.
"Books are high, and the University
has a policy that on basic courses t hey
have to use the book three to four years,"
he said. "We iio try to keep them using
books as long as they can."
Book prices also depend on what supplementary texts a professor might require for a course, McDowell said. "Some
English classes will require a main book
Please see BOOKS

Reader's Guide

Have you ever had a hot news tip and really
didn't know what to do with it? Or, maybe you
read something in The Murray State News and
wanted to know more about it, but did not know
who to call.
We've put together a guide that will introduce
you to our staff.lt will tell you about what they do
and how the newspaper is produced.
Learn how to keep informed and make the
most of The Murray State News.
Storlea on Page SA

I

1' c::J Bradley Book ~-

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

It's OuHa Here
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One of the two speed bumps installed on University Drive outside the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum over
the summer has been removed.
Ed West, director of Physical Plant,
said the two speed bumps were built
too close together, so workers removed
one of the twin bumps.
'We just didn't need two there," he
said. "One is sufficient."
But, beware I All the roads aren't clear
for cruising.
To slow traffic, a new speed bump
was installed at the entrance to the
Physical Plant complex.
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Parking woes to be reduced
New spaces formed
By PATRICIA CASH
Assistant News Editor

Yet another record enrollment for the 1991-92 school year has
caused many people to expect even more problems with parking.
Several new projects, however, may alleviate the problems en· .
.
countered in the past.
Additional parking spaces have already been completed, Said
Joe Green, associate director of public safety.
.
The capacity of the parking lot at 16th and Ohve streets has
been more than doubled, Green said. Additional spaces have also
been added at 17th and Hamilton streets.
.
.
The lots behind the buildings housing the former Un1vers1ty
Church of Christ and Westside Baptist Church are to be expanded
to Hughes Avenue he said. The buildings will remain intact and
will be used for te~porary classrooms, accommodating those who
would have classes in the part of the Fine Arts building under
renovation.
.
The parking lot in front of White Hall was expanded dunng the
summer and will reopen soon, Green said.
Additional spaces will be added at Waldro~ and Chestnut
streets, he said, but a retaining wall must be built before gravel
can even be spread there.
At the beginning of the year the parking always seema to be at
its worst. Much of this is caused because many freshmen have not
yet moved their cars to the stadium parking lot, Green said.
"We also have students living in the north residence hall complex who are parking in the lot at the Currie Center," he said. James Oakley, a student ticket writer for Public Safety, writes a ticket for an Improperly parked
.
_
''These students, as well as others not in the proper zone, will be car. Public Safety began ticketing on Tuesday.
t icketed as of Sept. 3!'
Green said ample parking exists on the MSU campus. Students
just may have to walk a couple of block.s if t~~Y drive ~ c~ass.
"In comparison to other Kentucky un1vers1ties, parking 18 good
here," he said.
Registration of student vehicles shall be done during the regular academic registration period .
Even though other universities, such as Western Kentucky
The following charges shall be made to all Murray State University students, faculty and staff
University, have parking garages, a similiar structure is not feasimembers who desire the privilege of parking on the university campus. Payment of permit
ble here, he said.
charges and parking fines shall be made in the cashier's office, 2nd floor of Sparks Hall during
"Several years ago, the construction ~oat for a ~.arking gara~
normal working hours. Parking permit receipts shall be taken to the public safety office to obtain
was approximately $8,000 per parkmg space, Green sa1d.
the permit.
"Maintenance and surveillance of the structure would add to the
• A fee of $10 per year- August to August - covers tall, spring and summer sessions. The
cost."
purchase of this permit applies to all vehicles, Including motorcycles.
"If we had a part of Cutchin Field blacktopped it would help a
At the time of registration, students, faculty and staff will be required to list all vehicles on
tremendous amount," he said. "I continuously promote that."
which the hanging permit may appear.
Even though some construction projects, such as the roofing of
When there is a need for a replacement permit, the regular fee of $10 will be charged.
Racer Arena and the business building, have obstructed some
parking, Green said, the problems posed have been handled very
Source: MSU PUBLIC SAFETY BROCHURE
well.

Registration of vehicles:

-----------------$1.50

0
•

~!fJ®&O&J Oo_

-

Funds
created
Two funds were recently
established in memory of
a Murray State University student and the son of a
University employee.
A scholarship fund was
established in the memory
of Carl Keeslar of Almo,
an MSU student studying
drafting and design, who
was killed in an
automobile accident July
27 on U.S. 68 outside of
Cadiz.
•
The scholarship
guidlelines specify that
recipients be sophomores,
juniors or seniors majoring in drafting and design
in the College of Industry
and Technology and have
a 3.0 il:ade point average
in the area of drafting and
design.
The scholarship commit.
tee in the drafting and
design department will
make the selection. A
minumum award of $500
will be given.
Contributions may be
made with checks payable
to the MSU Foundation.
He was the son of Joe
and Suzanne Kesslar.
Suzanne Keeslar is an
a ssistant professor of
French.
A memorial fund was
established in memory of
West Point Cadet Roger
Herndon, who was killed
in a plane crash in New
York Aug. 2.
Please see FUNDS
Page 11A
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Luncheon
at the

Wesley Foundation
located next to Mason Hall

----I I-

Whrever said nothing in life is free,
obviously hadn't heard about
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I•
I
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......................................
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!Dorm access
Racer card fits into security system
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

A new security system that
allows 24-hour access through
the side doors of a dormitory by
using the Racer Card is being
tested this semester in Springer
and Richmond halls.
The purpose of the new
system is to make it more convenient for students to get into
their dorms after 8 p.m., when
the side doors would normally
be locked, and to keep out "unsavory" characters who could
wander in if a door was left propped open, said Dave
Blackburn, associate director of
housing.
"This is especially nice for
freshmen, who have to park in
the stadium lot," he said. "This
way they don't have to walk all
the way around to the front of
the building to gain access."
Beginning in the spring
semester of 1991 and early this
summer, the housing office
began to research the different
security systems available.
Since the student ID cards were
to be used for food anyway, the

system they decided upon seemed to be the best one for MSU's
needs, Blackburn said.
He said thut after this
semester the housing office will
evaluate how the system works
and then decide whether a new
system might work better 01·
whether this one will be kept
and added to the remaining
residence halls.
"This is an expensive system.
For two buildings it has cost
$35,000, and it will take about
$10,000 to $15,000 to add the
system to each building remaining," Blackburn said.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said the hou~ing office
is trying to create the expectation for the usc of ID card:; for
access in all of the dorms.
"We are hoping to have this
on all the dorms in about three
years,'' she said.
The system works through a
central computer unit at. the
housing office, where the name,
the social security number and
an access code are entered for
students residing in the dorms
where the system is being

tested. "Each dorm also has a
controller board with a computer memory, Blackburn said,
"so if phone lines are down
students can still get in."
To get into the dorm, the student slides his or her card
through a box located beside
the door where the information
is read. If the person is listed in
the computer, the door wi11
open within 10 seconds,
Blackburn said.
"It is much too early to say if
the system is a success or not. It
has only broken down twice at
Richmond Hall,'' he said.
"However, we are hoping to
make it second nature to these
students to use their IDs
because it is much more
convenient."
Brent Mayabb, a pre-vet major from East Prairie, Mo., and
a residence hall adviser in Richmond, said he hasn't come
across any real problems with
the new system yet.
"So far it works pretty good.
It serves its purpose, and that is
security for the residents," he
said.

Although thet·e have been
somt> problems with the system
at Richmond, John Stevens, a
pre med major from Madisonville. said he hasn't encountered nny.
"[ think this system is good
compared to nothing at all as
far as secul'ity goes,'' be said.
Bill Corbin, a finance major
from Madh;onville, however,
has not been able to get into the
dorm with his 10 card on a few
occasions.

CUSTOM BUU.T LB.M. COMPATIBLE.S
EDUCATIONAL SOFIWARE
PRINTERS•SUPPLIES

TI.JESDAY - SATIJRDAY 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
305N.lzniST
UNIVERSITY SQUARE .

759-4526

"The doors just won't open
most of the time. Of course I
feel more safe when they work,
though,'' he said.
Lisa Dudley, a senior elementary education major and a
residence hall advise1· at Springer Hall, said she feels a Jot
safer with the security system.
"This makes it a lot easier for
the girls to get in, and it makes
it a lot safer for the ones who
have to park in the stadium
lot," she said.

Mr. Tuxedo

304 E. Main st.

7fB-.«J73

Fraternities and Sororities
$35

Choice of any style

Please see ACCESS
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·Racer Card switches chip with strip
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor

Numerous problems en, countered with the Racer Card
last year has caused Murray
~ State University to take a step
back in technology but a step
forward in reliability.
Trading in its microchip for a
credit card-like magnetic strip,
the Racer Card has undergone
t a change that University officials hope is for the better.
"The technology is more stan• dard in the industry," said Bill
Benriter, director of Food Services. "The chip is still a few
years away."
Benriter said Murray State
was a guinea pig last year, being the only university in the

United States to use the enough cards to give to all the both the microchip and the
microchip Smart Card .
· students. There were enough magnetic sh;p, said John FitThe newly in:;talled system, cards, however, and no other zgibbon, director of Adpurchased from Sea-Bord ,of major problems were ministrative Services.
Ithica, N.:Y., is more reliable encountered.
Another change to the card
and dependable, he said.
Along with the new card has will be its management.
For the students, the change come some added benefits for
Assuming responsibility of
meant a second consecutive the students.
the Racer Card acco'unt is Food
year of getting a new Racer
The University Store will also ServiceR. Now, students will
Card.
use the cards. Benriter said have the convenience of having
But the students did not have students will be able to place their picture taken and Racer
to pay for the card this year, money in an account and then Card validated in one centralizwhich Heidi Hollman, manager use the card to purchase books ed location.
of the Race1· Card account, said and supplies.
"This was changed so
helped to smooth the change
While there are hopes to in- students would not be walked
over.
stall the system by next to death between Sparks and
"I think the students were semester, Benriter said a more the Curris Center," said
very accepting," she said.
realistic outlook would be fall Hollman. ''It ca n all be done in
Some student:; who did not
· mester of 1992.
our office."
~·~"-o---'
have meal plans were turned
Waterfield Library
still uses
away when officials thought. the card. The computers bought
Please see CARD
they were not going to have last year are compatible with
Page 11A
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Dec. 28,1991 -Jan. 9,1992
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*Lectures from Yucatan University Professors
*Fun, Fellowship, and the beach
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'V IEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Kurth welcomes
MSU students
back to school

New law unfair to
college students
I .

Since last year, when the Kentucky General
Assembly passed the mandatory health insurance
law for full-time college students, the issue has
been one of controversy after controversy.
Under the assumption that health insurance was
needed to attend classes in the fall, many students
said that the law was unconstitutional. So much so,
two students - one from Ashland Community College and one from the University of Louisville - filed a class a ction lawsuit against the
Commonwealth.
It is easy to see why. No other age group is required, by law, to carry health insurance. Not even
senior citizens are required to do so. Therefore, why
should college students be singled out by the law?
Much of the talk among college students this past
semester and over the summer was focused on obtaining proof of insurance to show school officia ls
during registration. Last month, however, Murray
State University's administration pointed out a
loophole in the law. The loophole was that t he law
did not take affect until Sept. 1, well after the time
of registration for many of Kentucky's eight state
colleges, including MSU.
Granted, if the law is still in effect by next
semester, students will have to have the needed insurance. Yet the needless worry for this semester
was a complete waste of time and money for both
students and universities.

RacerCa~keys

~~.~~~~~~~~

an added security Part-t1me students. ~~serve
Surprise, surprise! Springer and Richmond Halls
are en the cutting edge of technology -so to speak.
Springer and Richmond are the proving grounds
for an innovative means of dorm security. The idea
is key access, with those beloved Racer Cards as access into the dormitories.
The information obtained from the cards can tell
housing officials who goes into the dorms and at
what time, as well as if there is anyone who is trying to enter the dorms who should not be able to
enter the building.
Paula Hulick, director of housing, said in an interview the freshmen dorms will be the proving
ground for the system and that housing is working
on a five-year plan to install the systems in all Murray State dorms.
To us, the key access sounds like a good idea,
though we hope that people will not vandalize the
equipment. Any added security for the students of
MSU can only better the campus and ensure the
safety of our students.

The

Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State Univeraiiy
Murray, Kentucky 420'11
Melanie Bucldin
Editor in chief

Amy Lear
Auociate editor

chance to pay actiVItieS fee
· If rules were ~r mad• for
breaking, I thirik I've found the ~
perfect one.
A friend of mine finally decided that he would come back to
school to finish his degree. He
had all his paperwork in order,
and registration was actually
going rather well for him. Until
- it came t ime to get his I.D.
Because he was coming back
as a part-time student,· the
registration worker told him he
did not get an I.D.
He not only needed the ID for
the library, but also had
wanted to go to the sporting
events with his wife, who is a
full-time student.
When he offered to pay the activity fee, the University attendant again told him no because
he was part-time.
After this encounter, he aired
his frustrations, and we did a
little checking.
Word is (that is, this time) in
Spar ks Hall that part-time
students are actually able to
purchase I.D.s for $12.60, and
the activity fee for an extra $55
despite the worker's answers.

But they may only if they are 1)
interning, 2) a graduate assistant or 3) married to a full·time
student and living in College
Courts.
In the first case the fee is
automatically included in a stu·
dent's bill because while interning students a.r e considered
full-time even though they are
only earning three hours credit.
(For ins urance purposes they
say!?!)
My question is why is there a
difference between married
part-time students who live on
campus and part-time students
of any kind who commute?
Why should it matter where
you live or why you are .taking
classes?
A part-time student is a parttime student. Remember, all
students shall be created equal?

The part-time students who
do not want to buy the activity
fee are still able to purchase
discounted t icket s at the
ballgames.
But why are they not even
given the option of purchasing
the activity fee? Then they
could decide for themselves.
The rule may not seem that
important on the scale of life's
problems, but it just seems to be
another example of slighting a
specific group of students.
You would think that the
University would have more options for part-time students to
draw them to campus from the
community colleges and would
love for them to attend the
Racer at hletic events.
I just can't believe the
University would turn down
money or fans.
But a rule restricting who can
purchase an activity fee just
seems to be a waste of energy.
Why make a rule when you
don't even need one?
That must be University
policy, too!

To the Editor:
Students, welcome back to
Murray State! Aft er the
relatively quiet summer on the
campus, it is a pleasure to meet
you once again. We have an
outstanding freshman class
this year and a record number
of returning upperclassmen
and transfer students.
The campu s ha s been
prepared for your arrival, and
several new features are ready
for your use and enjoyment. In
particular, the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology, now in full operation, will provide expanded
educational opportunities in
technical fields.
Week before last , I spoke with
the faculty and professional
staff as we met to prepare for a
new academic year. I reminded
them that our fll'St duty is to
serve the needs of enrolled
students by providing an
academic experience of the
highest quality . I know they
will honor that commitment; I
now urge you to set for yourself
similar goals.
As you look forward to this
year, resolve to be the best student you can be. Take responsibility for your own learning.
Work hard. The quality of Murray State Univer s ity i s
ultimately t he quality of its
graduates, and that depends on
you.
Ronald J . Kurth
MSU President

Recyclable white
paper and money
wasted at M·su
To the Editor:
Both I, and an acquaintance
of mine, have witnessed the
dumping of "trash" into the
dumpster outside of our office.
But this was not just ordinary
trash. It was white paper that is
supposed to be recycled oy the
University.
At Publications and Printing
Service, we do our part by
separating the recyclable
material from the trash. It
seems to me that if we are
wasting our time, then Murray
State has also wasted a great
amount of money in the purc hase of those blue
wastebaskets.
If I am wrong, I appologize to
MSU, but I hope that this matter will be looked into by the environmentally conscious people
at MSU!
Danna Kilby
Printing Services
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Have you had any problems with parking at MSU?

Leigh Landini
Newa editor
Eric Walker
VwwpoiDt editor
Kriatie Helma
Campua life editor

Dr. Ann L Landini
Mri8er

The staff of T he Murray Stau Newg includes Patricia Caah, Alyua
Harvey, James Lockwood, and John Wright, aasiatant editora; Amy
Helm. arts and entertainment editor; Rob WD.kenon, graphics editor; P atey Crawford, copy editor; LeAna Bucklin, graphics aaaiatant; Beeky
Naughton, sports graphics; Lance Balmer, editorial cartoonist and assistant advertisin¥ manager; Mark Adama, illustrator; Michele Carlton,
Sherry Dicldnaon, Jon Futrell, Stephanie Luah, Tereaa Maya. Lori
Shain, staff writers; Shawn Lockman, Trent Redmond. photographers;
ADcela Bird. business manager; Monica Kelly, ChiU PadaeU, J ohn
Solomon, Michael Stepto, Scott Tomb, advertising sales; Carrie Brady,
Jill Edelen, l'tlitch Fain, Tolliver Jolly, Carmen Stearne, J lmm,y 'npton, advertising production; Chad MWTay, Shella Schnoover, graduate
assistants; Orville Herndon, computer technician.
The Murray Stattt New• is prepared and edited by journalism student. under the ad·
vieership of Dr. Ann L. Landini, aesiltant professor in th e department of journaliam
and radioltelev~ion. Opinions expre~~&ed ere those of the editon and other 1igned
writers. These opinions do not neceeeerily represent the view of journal lam faculty, or
the University. Thill ia an offictal publication of Murray Stat.l Univenity.
The Murray St<JU New• welcomn letters to the editor. The deadline for IUbmit ting ia
4 p.m. on the Monday prior to Friday's paper. Letten are publllhed Utpaee allow~, IUid
the New• reserves the rieht to edit letters to conform with etyle and ~peelal oonaidfta.
tiona. Alllettera ahould be typed and double-41p8Ced and should not run more than 300
words. All lettere muat be aimed and include the writer's adW.., cl. .ification or title
and phone number for verific:alton. Letters signed by more than one person may be
printed at the stairs di~tion. All letters printed will be on file at the New• office for
public inape<:t.ion.
The Murr(t)l Stak N.:w1 11 publiahed weekly during fall and apriiiJ aemeaters except
during holiday and examination periods.

Belinda Williams

Tim Marshall

Liz Medley

Senior

Junior

Non-traditloMI ·

"I live near campus, so I don't
h ave to worry about parking
and getting to class. But, I work
in an office and we have to run
errands to campus and it's really bad.
"Even though we've got a
special tag to park, it's tough to
get a parking spot."

"I haven't really had any problems. I get here early enough
to get a parking spot, but
sometimes I have to drive
around until I fmd a space.
"I live in Mayfield, so I have
to leave early to get to class. I
haven't seen it yet, but I've
heard a lot about it."

"Yea.) 've heard a lot of people talking about it and, as a
matter of fact, I was late for my
first class on the first day
because I had to park in the
'boon-docks.'
''I commute now, but I've
stayed on campus before and I
had a problem even then."

Kevin Carter
Junior

f
·.

"The parking is horrible.
There are too many cars and
not enough parking spaces.
That's where the University
makes their money. I think we \
should be able to park any place '
on campus.
" We need more parking
spaces or something. Too many
people are getting too many
tickets."
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.Readers' guide to newspaper use
Get the facts from 'The News'
Want to know the latest decisions made by the Student
Government Association, who
the new basketball players are
or what's the latest in fashion,
entertainment and recreation?
A glance through the pages of
The Murray State News will
provide these answers and
much more on the people,
places and t:vents from the campus and community.
The News staff has developed
this reader's guide in an attempt to hclp' readen; locate the
areas lhey find most interesting, place news items and
advertising in the newspaper
and become familiar with the
policies and procedures of The

Meet
the
press
Melanie Bucklin

Amy Lear

Scott Fleming

Kristle Helms

Leigh Landini

Eric Walker

Rob Wilkerson

John Berning

News Section
This is the first section found
in the newspapt:r and contains
articles on the various
organizations and depart ments
on campus, policies that affect
students and facu lty and
changes taking place at Murray
State. The News section is coor·
dinated by News editor Leigh
Landini. To suggest an idea for
this section call 762-4468. The
News section is subdivided into
several other areas, including
People, News Briefs, Police
Beat and Calendar.
• People
This brief section covers
students, faculty and other personnel who have received
awards, won competitions,
1 begun new programs or earned
recognition. It is organized by
the assi!'tant news editors each
week from news relea::;es and
other sources. Contact The
News department by noon on
Monday to place an item in this
, section for Friday publication.
• News Briefs
This section offers a short
preview of all the newsworthy
events on campus, such as
ceremonies, conferences and
new classes. Deadline to submit
an item for this section is noon
Monday prior to Friday.'s
publication.
• Police Beat
The items featured in this sec·
tion come from information on
Public Safety Records and are
collected each week by the beat
reporter. Calls reported to
.. Publ ic Safety are listed by t he
date and time they were made.
• • Calendar
The week's upcoming events
and activities arc• listed in this
miniature calendar fm·mat to
give the readers an overview of
the week. Calendar forms are
available in the newspaper of·
fice (111 Wilson Hall). Deadline
to submit an item is noon Mon·

fliPS FOR 5UBMITT1Nt.
NEWS STORIES---.

Amy Hicks

Angela Bird

Lance Balmer

This is The Newspaper's opinion page, where the staff and
readers can voice their views on
subjects they feel are important. The staff editorials, written by Viewpoint editor Eric
Walker, are chosen by the staff
editorial board and located in
the left-hand column of Page 4.
This page also contains guest
and staff commentaries, letters
to the editor and the editorial
cartoon.
• Letters to the Editor
Letters provide a way for
readers to respond to a point
raised on the editorial page or
to speak out on a problem. Letters can be submitted to the
Viewpoi11t editor and are used
as space permits. For more information on the letters policy,
see the masthead on Page 4.
• commentaries
The News encourages the staff
and featured guests to respond
to a topic of concern to them
through commentaries. Commentaries should be addressed
to the Viewpoint editor and
should relate to a particular
topic. The News reserves the
right to edit commentaries to
conform to style. Submitted
commentaries should list the
WTiter' s name , tele phone
'I number and position at the
University." The editor will
make arrangements for a mug
shot to be taken to accompany
the commentary.
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News should be noteworthy, not just public.''m>
ity.
Report stone~ in advance.
.
k
~
i Submit all details and pertinent facts to the .9~
appropriate editor.
,,~
A

>
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762-6877.

The following items are found
in the pages of The News from
cover to cover:

has made a big contribution to
his or her team, school spirit or
sports in general. This person's
picture and a brief description
of why he or she was selected is
featured in the Sports section.
• sports Notebook
Here a reader can find a quick
preview of some of The News af.
fecting Murray State sports
teams. It is often located on the
Scoreboard page.

Viewpoint

Nf!WS.

The News is a studentproduced newspaper published
each Friday. The editor in chief
works with the editorial staff to
fill the three main sections and
two special topic pages with
stories relating to the campus
and communjty.
Melanie Bucklin serves as
editor· in chief for The News.
She is responsible for the total
content of the newspaper and
oversees all the sections. To
contact the editor in chief, call
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When writing, be s~ctfic, use f!cts anc(
Sh<;lrt:'senten¢es anp.omjt trivia. ...,.. ·- .. ~~ .,,(:~:· i&.,:l
Prod~ctio~ day is Thursday, avoid conta~t~~·~ '
ing reporters on that day.

T~in.k of creatiVe way,s tp tell a st9fXJhf9Y9.~:;L~f.l
ttie photographs.
~- · ·
· , ,,
. +:
Allow photographers to use their own judgement, he must follow his editor's instruc- ie:·
. •' •
' t1ons.
:•;.,
t;-~ .

lde~tify students by home town and classJ·'.

faculty by rank and d~entarid adtfiin·:·"'

istrators and·· s~ff·;by titte'and·
oqi~~r
'. :..-:.~FJI.
:.'
--· ..
... .....
,
...
"Yearbook" type photographs of group I
.
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.... ~
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·l

members are generally not used.

·

·:.Nev!r:~sk '~eporter.to. read -'a., stQ.ry · ~\: i~;
befOre publication. Thisis-againstthe policy .··:
of .The News.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Ads can reach
large audience

'8Wliat'a Hot
ia ee&
This segment of the ~d
Entertainment page gives an
Campus Life
at-a-glance look at what songs,
This section features softer artists and movies are topping
The News reserves the right
The Murray State News is an
news stories, profiles and inforrefuse advertising that is
to
the
charts.
Focus
excellent
tool
for
advertisers
to
mation on t he lifestyles of t he
obscene, libelous, in
considered
use
to
reach
a
vast
number
of
This is an informational page
students, faculty and staff of Sports
poor
taste
or
in violation of the
students
and
staff.
Mun-ay State University. CamThe Sports sect ion is the third that takes an in-depth look at a
law.
The
News
has
an
advertising
pus Life editor Krist ie Helms is major section of The News. It public affairs topic affecting
responsible for coordinating the reports on all the Racer teams students and staff. Topics will staff of 14 who sell and produce
Business manager Angela
stories, pictures and layout of and individual performances at range from health issues to con- the advertisements weekly. Bird is responsible for posting
this sect ion. To suggest an idea matches, meets, games and sumer affairs to campus There are two types of advertis· transactions and mailing the
contact the editor at 762-4480. tournaments, plus it takes a policies. Some of the topics ad- ing available: display ads and statements a nd tearsheets.
The Campus Life section con- look at the upcoming seasons dressed on this page will in- classified ads.
Bills are mailed at the fl1'st of
Advertising sales manager each month and are payable
elude how tuition and fees are
tains special pages and areas of and games.
interest, including t he Art and
The Sports section will also used, the non-traditional stu· Amy Hicks oversees the adver- when received. The News can
Entertainment page, reviews, give readers a look behind the dent and the facts about tann- tising account representatives extend no credit. New advercomic strips and What's Hot scenes at the players, coaches ing. The Focus page is coor- and coordinates regional and tisers are required to pay cash
This Week.
and plays that make the season dinated by associate editor national sales.
in advance for at least two inAdvertising sales assistant sertions. For more information
great. The Sports editor is Scot t Amy Lear.
• Arts and Entertainment
This page is devoted to The Fleming. To submit an idea for p h 0 t 0 g rap h y and Lance Balmer oversees the pro- on billing procedures or toques·
duction of the advertisements tion a bill contact the business
News from the departments of Sports, call 762-4481 . Sports of·
and is also in charge of the manager at 762-4478.
music, art, dance, theater and fers a special page called graphics
'
various other campus and com· Scoreboard and two other at-aThe N ews u se s several classified advertising.
Classified advertising is also
The advertising sales staff
munity cultural events. Arts glance sections called Sports methods to provide art on a
and Entertainment editor Amy Notebook and Racer of the page. The Macintosh computers will normally call on local available in The News. Readers
Helm coordinates t he page Week.
are used by the graphics depart- advertisers weekly. To arrang~ can use these to sell unwanted
under the direction of the Cam- • Scoreboard
ment to construct pie charts, for a salesperson to call on an items, find a ride home and
pus Life editor.
This page is coordinated by bar graphs, maps and various advertiser call 762-4478 or share a message with a roommate, boyfriend, a sorority
Sports graphic editor Becky other graphics. Graphics are us- 762-4479.
• Reviews
sister
or fraternity brother.
Looking for a good book to read Naughton. It lists the OVC ed to add to the reader's
Ad space reservation and ' ad
rates
for classified ads are,
The
or what's hot at the box office? standings and statistics from understanding of a story and copy are due by noon on the
The reviews feat ured on the the week's games, including in· are used to give an at-a-glance Monday prior to the Friday for the first 20 words, 15 cents a
Arts and Entertainment page tramurals. Racer Sports Week, look at certain information. publication. Cancellations word with a valid MSU ID and
can help .
a calendar featuring the They are coordinated by must be made by noon Tuesday. 20 cents a word without a valid
scheduled sporting events for graphics editor Rob Wilkerson.
The cost of advertising in The MSU ID. For more than 20
• comic Strips
What will Roadkill and the the coming week, is also a
Photographs are taken by News is $3 per column inch for words, the rates are 10 cents
gang or Robin Hood and his feature on this page.
staff photographers as assinged local advertisers and $6.30 per per word with a valid MSU ID
merry band be up to t his year? • Racer of the Week
by the editors and coordinated column inch for national adver- and 15 cents per word without a
Readers can follow their zany This is a special area in which by the photography editor, tisers. The News can furnish a valid MSU ID.
Classified ads may be placed
adventures each week in Chris the Sports staff recognizes one John Berning. To suggest a photographer to take pictures
Thompson's World Gone Mad individual from the Murray photo idea, contact a section for an ad. Contact the adviser at newspaper office or mailed to
and Steven Riley's Robin Hood. State Athletic department who editor.
for more information.
The Murray State News.
day p rior to Fr i day ' s
publication.

Read all about it: making a newspaper

f

I

Reporters and photographer comb the campus
looking for unusual happenings, hot tips and news
scoops. Advertising saJes
representatives visit locaJ
advertisers.

Reporters use the
mycro-tek computer to enter editorial copy. The
advertiising and graphic
staff use Macintosh computers to produce the ads
and graphics.

Editors design a page
dummy diagraming '!¥here
each element will appear
on the page.

The staff begins pasteup of the page flats Wednesday night. Stories are
edited, headlines written
and p_hotos cropped.

Corrections and finishing
touches are added to the
pages during finaJ production on Thursday.

The flats are taken to
printing services, inserts
stuffed and delivered to the
stands.

Graghlo by MARK ADAMe, ..oa WtUc...eON AND AMY LIAIII
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Saturday dedication slated

NEWSBRIEFS
Thurman scholarship established

By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

The recently opened Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology will be
dedicated at 3 p.m. Saturday.
Former Gov. Martha Layne
Collins will atten d the
40-minute ceremony, said Tom
Auer, dean of the college of industry and technology. About ,
1,400 personal invitations have
been sent, but the public is
welcome, he said.
"We wanted to recognize Gov.
Collins and to make sure the
alumni who watched this being
built and contributed heavily to
the equipping of the building
were all invited," Auer said.
"There will be an open invitation to the entire region
because (the building) is intended to serve western Kentucky,
Photo by TRENT REDMOND
southern lllinois and northern
Bill Palmer, assistant professor of engineering and technology, works on one of the comTennessee."
puter systems In the new building.
Auer said the new building,
those three programs, but it's dustries in town, and even from and eventually will be
located on the corner of 16th
not limited to that," Auer said. Paducah, come over here. Some available for many businesses
and Chestnut streets, has given
Six open classrooms, eight people can find cour.ses like this and industries. By means of
the College of Industry and
Technology t.he chance to grow. conference rooms, 75 offices for only at Murray State in the telephone connection, they can
"We were formally housed in faculty and administration, 28 Center for Industry and reach any place in the world,"
Auer said.
the Applied Science and laboratories, 14 workrooms and Technology."
Technology Building and have a 250-seat auditorium are all
The building will also house a
He said the telecommunicatelecommunications center that tions center has already been
outgrown that over the years," housed in the new center.
Auer said every student at alJows two·way interactive demonstrated and they hope to
Auer said. "The departments of
engineering technology, oc- MSU will have the opportunity television connection with have permanent equipment for
cupational safety and health, to take advantage of the new classrooms and businesses it by next semester.
and industrial education and facilities.
across the state.
Auer said they have been suctechnology moved to this
"For example, anyone can "We now use that between
ceAsful
in acquiring equipment,
building along with the dean's take a course in emergency here and Paducah and
and
through
cash donations
medical training. When courses Madisonville, but it's being exoffice.
"Most of the students we see are offered at night, people tended to other education they have raised $1 million in
in this building are in one of from the various plants and in- centers in western Kentucky funding for the project.

Schofield sets goal of uniting SGA
By LEIGH LANDINI
News Editor

Bringing together the three
branches of the Murray State
University Student Government Association is SGA President Bart Schofield's main goal
for this academic year.
Schofield, a graduate student
in public administr ation from
Paducah, said he hopes to con·
tinue fulfilling his campaign
promise of uniting SGA's three
branches - SGA, University
Center Board and Judicial
Board.
"I think it's going to be a real·
ly good year for SGA," he said.
Schofield said SGA has
already taken steps to bring the
three branches closer together
by appointing SGA members to
a joint committee. UCB
members and Judicial Board
members will be added after appointments are made.
"I think it's going to help a
lot," Schofield said.

stand on the health insurance
Bringing the branches closer
" I think it's godebate, Schofield said, since a
and working together, he said,
class action suit was filed in
will also help the three braning to be a realFranklin County Circuit Court
ches of student government
ly good year for
earlier this month. He said if a
represent Murray State
senator wants to bring the issue
students better.
SGA. ''
befor e t he senate, it may be con·
Schofield said his long-term
sidered for additional action.
goal is to improve student
Bart Schofield
"1 don't think that's really
representation on the Academic
SGA President
neccessary," he said.
Council. Last year, student
Schofield said any student,
members were appointed by
faculty or staff member who
SGA
after the senate reviewed
"It seems like things have
wants to inform the senate been going slow with that, but their applications. Each college
about an issue iB welcome to at·, they should start speeding up, was represented py a student.
tend the weel<.ly fueetlngs at 5 especially after tlie flrst of the ---'He sa1d fhe Academic Council
p.m. Wednesdays in the Curris year, but I hope before then," makes policies for course
Center Barkley Room.
changes, course content, course
Schofield said.
"H one person has trouble
Last year, SGA appointed a outlines and course additions.
with one thing, others may committee to look into pro· "Students are the ones who
too,'' Schofield said.
blems with handicapped ac- take the courses," Schofield
After a record-setting three cessibility on the MSU campus. said.
terms by former SGA President Approximately $50,000 was
Although it is "too early to
Eddie Allen, Schofield said he allocated by the Board of tell" about what issues will face
is confident he will make a good Regents to solve problems with SGA this year, Schofield said,
adjustment to his role.
entrances to buildings which handicapped accessibility, an
"Everyone's been real suppor- are not accessible to the issue last year, will remain as
an important issue to the
tive so far and I can't complain disabled.
SGA is not expected to take a organizaton.
about that,'' he said.

A scholarship in memory of Galen M. Thurman Jr. was
recently established at Murray State.
Thurman, a longtime Murray businessman and community
leader, died Feb. 13. He was one of the leaders in organizing
what is now the Racer Club.
Guidelines for the scholarship specify that applicants be
graduates of Murray High School or Calloway County High
School who are planning to major in business. Financial need
is a consideration, and the first award will be made for
,
1991-92 school year.
Donations to the scholarship fund may be made by check,
payable to the MSU Foundation and designated for the Thurman scholarship.
'

Biology department receives grant
The department of biological sciences received a $96,945
grant from the National Institute of Health for a three-year
study of a bacteriol enzyme that produces a light-emitting
reaction.

Support group to be formed
Counseling and Testing Center will offer a course and a
support group beginning Thursday.
An assertiveness training group will meet weekly to focus
on improving interpersonal communications skills. Contact
Jane Etheridge at 6851 for more information.
A support group for minority students, faculty and staff
will meet from 5:30p.m. to 6:30 p.m. beginning Thursday.
The purpose of the group is to help individuals become com·
fortable, involved membrs of the campus community. Additional information is available by contacting Kim Barrett at
6851.

IBM awards $200,000 grant
The College of Education received a $257,430 grant from
the IDM Corporation to establish a Mid-America Multimedia
and Technology Center for Persons with Disablities.
The center will be housed in the department of special
education and will provide services to disabled individuals
and their families. It will also provide training programs for
individuals working with the disabled.
Allen Beane, a special education professor, will serve as
director of the center. He also wrote the grant proposal.
Four of the six rooms will be equipped with mM hardware
and software and the latest adaptive/assistive devices and
other disablity technology. The center il'l expected to open
this fall.

MARC gets research grant
The Mid-America Remote Sensing Center received a
$148,000 grant from Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.,
to conduct an in-depth hazards analysis of the Paducah
Gasous Diffusion Plant.
The project will focus on the identification and prioritization of potential hazards at the Paducah plant and the .
development of emergency response planning guidelines for
the site and surrounding community.
The grant is was awarded as part of an ongoing program to
upgrade all of itR U .S. Department of Energy facilities to better address planning and preparedness goals related to patental operational emergencies.

Allegro establishs FFA scholarship
Allegro Fine Foods, Inc., of Paris, Tenn., manufacturers of
Allegro Marinades, established a scholarship programfor
Future Farmers of America members.
Two four-year scholarships will be awarded annually
beginning this seme.c;ter. The Betsy Ross Wilcox FFA scholarship is awarded in memory of one ofthe company's founders.
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217 North 12th

Thursday, September 12th
Rocking Cfiair Lounge
The Curris Center
10 am - 3 pm
Drawing open to all MSU Faculty, Staff &Students
sponsored by

Apple(t Comouter, ·Inc.
ana
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Authorized Education Sales Consultant
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered tndernat!IS oC Apple Computet, Inc.
Classic il a registered tr2dematk licensed to Apple Computet,lnc.
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Delta Nu Chapter
505 N. 16 Street

Fall Rush 9/9 - 9/17
Phone Number 753- 0459
Monday : 9/9 ; IFC at Cunis Center. 5 p.m.

Tuesday: 9/10 ; Miirlature Golf at Sullivan's.
Par 3. 10 p.m.

··

'
r

Saturday: 9/14; Cookout I ~~va:aeJ(l-.-
KA House. ~~~~e·.w•;B.lCf~,.,n

Monday: 9/16 ; Movie Night atKA House. 7 p.m.

Tuesday : 9/17 ; Pledge Induction. 8 p.m.
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POUCEBEAT
Aug. 27
10:54 p.m. - Report of a student looking in can in White
Hall parking lot was received. Subject was alledgedly drink·
iDg and reported that be was looking for his stolen stereo.
The subject was told to leave campus by MSU security.
Aug. 21
10:25 a.m . - A student reported the theft of a wallet in
Richmond Hall. Public Safety is investigating.
4:12 p.m. - A Woods Hall resident reported receiving
oiMeene phone calls.
9:28 p.m. - A drink machine in the old Fine Arts building
was reported broken into. The case is under investigation.

J
t

Aug. 30
L.J. Hortln

Ray Mofield

George Long

7:40 p.m. - Public Safety officers reported someone on the
roof of Hester Hall. Upon arrival, subjects were gone.

llpl. 1

Four MSU alumni to be recog
at annual Founders' Day cere
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

Four Murray State Universi·
ty alumni will be honored for
years of dedicated service to the
University during the annual
Founders' Day Convocation on
Wednesday.
The convocation will begin at
2:30p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
All classes will be dismissed
from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. Wednesday so that all students and
faculty may attend.
Founders' Day is held each
year to show the University's
support for alumni. Patti Jones,
assistant director of Alumni Affairs, said she would like to encourage all students to come to
the event.
" It's a chance for us to show
support for our alumni," Jones
said.
During the ceremony, four
alumni will receive the Golden
Horseshoe Award. The award is
presented to recognize the ser-

vice of dedicated alumni who
have held responsible positions
and who have contributoo to
the excellence of Murray State
University thr ough significant
and continued support.
This year's recipients are L.J .
Hor t in , G e orge Long II ,
Willia m Ray Mofield and Rubie
Smith,

Achievement Award from the
College of Business and Public
Affairs . He and his wife, Kathy,
1:1nd their two sons, Eric a nd
Evan, live in Benton.
Mofield gra dua ted from Murr ay State in 1943 and is a life
member of the Alumni ARsociat i o n . H e receive d t h e
Distinguished Professor Award
in 1987 a nd the Distinguished

Hortin is a 1943 graduate of
MSU and former cha irma n and
professor of the journalism Alumnus award in 1981. For 20
department at Murray State. years he served on the scholar·
He retired in 1974 and received s hip sel ecti on committee.
the Distinguished Alumnus Mofield is a retired member of
award in 1976. He and his wife, the journalism and radioltelevi·
Mellie, live in Murray and are sion faculty. He and his wife
members of the Murray State Janice , live in Benton.
Alumni Association.
Smith, a 1933 graduate of
Long is a 1968 graduate of MSU, is former chairman of the
MSU a nd a partner in the Ben- e lementary education departton law firm of Long and Perry . ment at the University. She
He is a lifelong member of the was named Munay State '~
Murray State Alumni Associa· Dist inguis hed P ro fe~;sor i n
tion and served as president 1973. Miss Rubie, as Hhe is
during 1985-86. In 1988, h e known to her friendt=~ and
received the Distinguis hed students, is a life member of the

Sept. 3
2:45 p.m. -A grey Oldsmobile was reported broken into at
the Expo Center.
9:14 p.m. - Dr. Ronald J . Kurth reported an a larm that
10unded at Oakhur st.

Information (or Police Beat was gathered and comP.iled
by Eric Walker, viewpoint editor, from materials
available to the public from the public safety department.

~In bec;oming a member of

Three new regents took oaths of office at the Board of Regents'
Aq. 10 meeting, rtlling vacancies left open for more than ·a year.
The student regent's one-year term was filled by Bart Schofield
of Paducah as part of hie duties as Student Government Auociation president.
Alao a ppointed to the Board by Gov. Wallace Wilkinaon for
three-year terms were Tom Osborne of Paducah and James 0 .
Butta of Fulton.
Osborne is Commonwealth Attorney in Paducah . . . "'will
replace Robert Carter of Hopkinsville, whoee term expired in
Man:b 1990.
Butta, president of Fulton Bank and owner of Oftic:e Outfitters
IDe. of Fulton, will replace Billy Hurt of Marshall County, wboee
term a1ao expired in March 1990. Hurt, however, bas continued to
ait on the Board as allowed by law until a replacement was ap.
pointed for him.
The term of Willie Kendrick from Hopkinsville expired in
Anguat, but no appointment bas been made.

.
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Stop by Room 213, Wilson Hall on
Monday at 4 p.m. and ask about
becoming a volunteer staffer.
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New regents inducted
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7:29p.m. - A resident of College Courts reported smoke
coming out of a trash can between the 200 and 400 apartments. Another resident ba d dumped his charcoal in the
trash. The fll'e was extinguished.
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Fraternity, university await approval from state
proposal but said that he
understood how the exchange
benefits the University.
"I believe it is in the interest
of the University to have campus affiliates on the perimeter
of the University," he said.
Ed West, physical plant director, said the property gained by
the university will "ultimately
be used for the extension of
Oakhurst and some parking
spaces. It will be about one year
before any changes will occur."
MSU President Ronald J.
Kurth said he is pleased with
the trade.
"It is a choice piece of property, and it adds to the park next
to Oakhurst," he said.

By MICHELE CARLTON
Staff Writer

Viewpoint Editor

The purchase of property on the corner of
16th and Olive streets by Murray State
University may bring a move for the department of public safety.
Joe Green, associate director for public safety, said nothing has been done to prepare for
the expected relocation, but he said be hoped
to move the department next semester.
"We aren't working on any type of time
schedule," he said. "But I am hoping that we
can get moved perhaps in the spring.
Ed West, physical plant director, said the
process of moving public safety into the new
location, which formerly housed Granny's
Porch Restaurant, as well as finalizing
building designs will take time and said there
is, "no urgency in moving.
"With the present facilities being a single
service unit and not being attached to any
other department, there is no need to rush."
West said the proposal was made earlier this
year when the Murray State administration
decided to move public safety because of the
expansion of the TRIO Center programs,
located in the same building as public safety.
"The University acquired the property
because it was more visable, and space was
needed in the other building for other things,"
be said. "With the space requirements, it just
makes more sense to move because of the expansion of the TRIO programs."
The idea of high visability attracted the
University to the proposed site. Green said
one of the features for the new building would
be an information center for visitors to the
MSU campus.

The Murray State Board of
Regents finalized a proposal for
a land exchange between the
university and Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity during the
board's meeting Aug. 9-10.
MSU will trade a 1.7-acre
parcel of land located at the
northeast corner of 16th and
Poplar streets in exchange for
the land on which the Factory
Outlet Shoe Store and the ATO
house are now located.
The idea for trading the land
has been discussed sporadically
for about three years, said
Regent Kerry Harvey.
An ATO alumnus, Harvey
abstainea from voting on the

"The move is going to be
a gradual process. It's
not going to be anything
abrupt."
Joe Green
Public safety

"For our students, they can·get to us pretty
easily because they know where we are," he
said. "B~t for someone who is a visitor, it's
almost impossible for him or her to find us.".
Other than the information center, Green
said more and better services will be offered to
upgrade the operations of public safety. With
the new 911 telephone system and a planned
24-hour dispatcher service, Green said a main
goal is to enhance communications.
"With the new telephone system and the
new 911 number, we're hoping to build on
that.
"We have two full-time permanent dispatchers, but we hope that soon we'll have permanent full-time people around the clock," he
said.
Green also said the facilities in the building
would be able to house alarm monitoring
equipment and said he hoped in the near
future to install closed-circuit television
monitors.
Although some construction work is still
needed at the new site before plans to move
are finalized, West said that most of the work
is confmed to the interior of the building.

Saturday Sept. 7

can.ulll.........,..kJ

Sunday Sept. 8

The Murray State University
Student Government Association is looking into several
issues as they begin the new
year.
The University Affairs committee is working on plans for a
College Rush on Oct. 29 for
undeclared majors and minors.
Representatives from the
University's colleges will attend to help students find a major or minor. College Rush is
patterned after Greek rush.

Monday Sept. 9
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ATO president Tom Davis
said that the fraternity is a lso
happy with the exchange of
land.
"We've been wanting this for
a while so we could build our
new house," he said.
Kurth said that the proposal
states that the ATO's must
build their new house on the
back of the lot to "enhance the:
view of the pat·k" in front of
Oakhurst.
In exchange, the university
agreed not to build in front of
the house.
Harvey said that the property
transfer proposal must undergo
state approvals before any
changes will occur.

SGA busy during first weeks

CALENDAR
Friday Sept. 6

Pa§e9A

ATO, MSU agree to swap

Public safety relocation
expected next semester
By ERIC WALKER

•.

·--·~!
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9 p.m. to 2 a.m., featuring

The committee on handicapped acceasibilty will continue to

look into problems with acceasibilty on campus and ways .
to solve it.
The organization is also looking into parking problems on
the campus, the lack of a bicy·
cle rack outside Carr Health
and the lack of a one-way street
sign at the intersection of 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard.
In other business:
•currie Center Craze, Sept. 21,

Wedn&sdiY Sept.11
....... 'SIInce oftbl ..........
CwrlaC--~.3:30, 7

lAd 1:30 p.m. •1 tor 1M
............ 11.50 torlbldlnll
wlllt R.- Clrd, $2.50 for
othn It the Mnlng lllowl.

movies and miniture golf.
•ucB made $476.50 on the
"Animal House" movie last
week,
•Freshman elections will be
Sept. 26. The deadline for application is Sept. 18.
•Two people have been matched with rides through the Racer
Riders program.
•Judicial Board applications
are being accepted, and interviews will be in two weeks.

Thursday Sept. 12
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MA.KE THE SWITCH I
Change your radio d!al to

CIUb 1 1 30 AM

tonight!

Club 1130 is night time radio at YOUR Club 1130 brings you alternative Club 1130 has an attitude that students Club 1130 projects YOUR ATTITUDE so
make the switch ... tune in
best. Club 1130 gives you a
need to party and get spirited
music...like you never hear in
nightly!
voice to talk about the issues
So we · have parties before or
Murray!
that concern you or make you
after every home football
happy.
game.
CLUB 1130
- PRESENTS

EVERY NIGHT IS DIFFERENT AT CL UB 113 0!
MONDAY:

Kim Futrell and Sam Young bring you their interpretation
of good times ... good people... and a variety of good
IJlJSicJ

PLAN YOUR SCHEDULES
TO MIX IT UP WITH

TUESDAY:

Eric Niffennegger goes strictly alternative. The talk is
straight the music haa an att1tude of lift with a different

BEFORE THE MSU RACERS
MEET SIU SAULKISI

*'"
WEDNESDAY:

THURSDAY;

r.o

Tracy Roa and Kendra Johnson di~
the persoi111
lives of Murray S..lftd top high schoollnd collegllll
athletes. Their rrulc 18lections vary from heavy metal to
rap n urban.

Liz ~. Club 1130 produc:er lnd modem 11t11t tlkll a
different sl811t toward college life than most. Tune in and
catch mUSIC that varies from focal, underground and
totally different:

FRIDAY:

SATURDAY·

SUNDAY:

Michele Jones keeps an eye on making sure Club 1130
btings you a mix of music that borders on sool, jazz, blues
and fl.r1lt Michelle's hvely presentation will keep you
awake and moVIng.
Trent Tutfin, Executive Producer of Club 1130 bnngs in
gues1 hosts each week to liven up Saturday nights. The
music rocks with 811 eclectic blend and the talk is not trite!
John Dalton proves Club 1130 has somelhing for everyone.
Sunday nights crossover and mix Christian rock with a
blend of
ITlUSIC and
· ive talk.

CLUB 1130 ON THE 7TH
THI PARrY IS PL»ft!!ID
TO 'BE IBT OtJTSit)E 1BI
STUDIMT ENTRANca '1G

STEWAilT STADIUM 011
THE GRAIS. STEEL 1.1IAP
WILL BBGIN TO JAM WI'
5:30PM ON SATURDAY

THE 7TH AND CLUB
1130 WILL' BROADCAST
LIVEI
If II ,.,., tiM party ...U bt U. Cl ....UCIIIW
- ...lAolt (OT 1f*T Clllb 1130
uidll you.

"'*• ro

IF YOU PLAN TO HAVE
FRIENDS BE1WEEN THE
AGES OF 16 TO 24 IN
TOWN FOR THE MSU

GAME WEEKEND, CALL
AND RESERVE FREE

STEEL TRAP
AND
LADY LUCK

IN CONCERT
20TH

S~ER

,-A1'1BIEXPO
CEiftiRI

.

9:00PM
RALLY WITH THE
MSU
RACERS
9:30PM
JAM WITH

STEEL TRAP
MUR.RAY AND CAU.OWAY
IDCH SCHOOL FANS.COME AfTER THE CAMEl

: S3 1t door

TICKETS TO THE GAME!
CLUB 1130

CLUB 1130

AIRS
NIGHTLY AFTER THE
CARDINAL'S GAME ON
1130 AMI MAKE THE
SWITCH ...CHANGE YOUR
DIAL TO 1130 AM
TONIGHT!

IL(Q)W1E
Connect with new people. Call
Qub 1130 and tell us about yourself and then sit back and wait for
eo le to call and talk...ON AIR!

PERSONALS!!!!
Get personal and send a
message to that special
someone or let that person
you are not so happy with ...
know Itt Call Club 1130 and
IDUt It on the air!
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Minority staff members join
University during fall semester
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

The new school year at Murray State University has
brought with it some changes
in faculty and staff.
Doris Clark, the new coordinator of Minority Affairs,
graduated from Murray State
and worked as a learning
specialist for Upward Bound for
three years.
Clark, who replaced Lydia
Jones, said she finds the office
exciting.
"I was always involved in the
Minority Affairs Office as a student and also as a staff person,"
she said. "I've always extended
my hand to help them in all
kinds of activities."
Clark said one of the reasons
she applied for the position is
because she knows several
students on campus.
"Being a student here, I do
have a basic idea of what the
students really want and the
needs that minority students
have on this campus because of
the few numbers that we have,"
she said.
Clark said being able to
relate to the students gives her
a good handle on the kinds of
programming, coriferences and

Doris Clark

Kenneth Trice

workshops that the students studenti into the mainstream,
which will help with retention,
are looking for.
"l think involvement helped
While she was enrolled at
Murray State, she was involved me as far as keeping me here at
with several organizations on the University because a lot of
students feel socially outcast
campus.
·'In most of the organizations here," she said.
that I was in when I was in colClark said if students get inlege, I was the only black stu- volved in activities, then they
dent in them. I guess I don't feel will feel better about staying at
uncomfortable in any situa- Murray "and not feel like, 'I'm
tion," Clark said. "But I can a rose in a field of daisies,' or
understand how a person might 'I'm the only one of my kind
feel uncomfortable being in a here,'" she said.
situation where they are the onShe said she is planning
ly person there of their color." several events for the academic
Clark said one of the purposes year. She is trying to get a
of her office is to integrate the leadership conference at Mut·

September 6, 19!;!

assumed positions ~
within Murray State University this summer.
.~
• Buddy Krizan, interim chairman, department of office S
systems and business education
• Jerry Speight, interim chairman, department of art
• Jim Hammack, interim chairman, department of history a
• Eldon Heathcott, interim chairman, department of r~
agriculture
• Hughie Lawson, director, Bachelor for Independent Studies •:
• Ross Meloan, interim director, cooperative education and rt
placement
• Doris Clark, coordinator, Minority Student Affairs
SEVEN MSU FACULTY AND STAFF

ray State and is planning to
have a campuswide video
teleconference in November.
Another person to join the
University's staff is Kenneth
Trice, admiasions counselor and
coordinator of minority
undergraduate recruitment.
His position also gives him a
chance to further his education
to get a master's degree, which
the University pays for.
He al10 likes his job because
he meets new people and
travels.
More students need to ~et involved in school activities,
Trice said. "All they do is go to
class. They spend 30 percent of
their time in claas," he said.
"Boredom is going to hit them
and then that looks bad on
retention."

n

By PATAICIA CASH

For the second consecutive
year, Murray State University
has set enrollment records.
As of the end of the sixth day
of registration, enrollment was
up 4.8 percent from last year,
reaching 7 ,815, said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions and
records. That is an increase of
356 students.
Most of the increase in the
past two years has come from
an increase in the number of
transfers, Bryan said.

"We have had an increase of
''We should
more than 80 percent in
transfer students in the last
peak out this
four years," he said.
year ... "
Initially, a large number of
students are lost to community
Phil Bryan
colleges, Bryan said. However,
Dean of Admissions
many transfer to Murray State
after their two years at the community college are completed.
"We also set a record in the the end·of last year.''
number of full-time students
The total full-time enrollment
enrolled this year," Bryan said. was 6,437 at the end of the
"Last year was a record year for sixth day of registration this
full -time enrollment, and we're year. At the end of the 1990-91
already past the total we..had at school year, full-time enroll-

T .J.•s B•r--B--Q
Delicious Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

Welcome Back
Students!
Check out
our weekly speclalsl

jor from Pittsburgh, Penn., received the endorsement of the
57 Rotary Clubs in Kentucky District 6710, moving her one
step closer to receiving a Rotary scholarship to study in
Japan for 21 months.
Fifteen scholars will be selected for the program.
Scholars will spend nine to 14 months at the International
Christian University in Tokyo in an intensive language program beginning in July 1992. Students who master the
language will begin regular studies at an assigned university
in Japan in April 1993 and continue studies until March
1994.

.9llpfta Sigma 5t{plia
Sept. 14
For their 4tn 1\n.nual Softball
Saturday Tour n ament

is looking for students interested in
or plann~g on going to law school!

ONLY 20$
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'' Prescriptions Are
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JOYCE GORDON, director of personnel services at Murray
State University, presented a program dealing with
customer conflicts ~t a summer meeting of the Kentucky
Cooperative Accountants' Association.
Her presentation was titled "Handling Customer Conflicts" and was an interactive session dealing with patterns
of communications and conflicts.
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clally IUDch bd et
aad lwach • peclal
11 a .m.-2:30 p.m.
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THE STUDENT LAW
ASSOCIATION...

Call 753-6157 t o enter .
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DAVID LAWRENCE, a senior criminal justice msjor from
Murray, was awarded a $1,000 scholarship from the Kentucky Peace Officers' Association for the 1991-92 academic ..,
year.
..
Scholarship recipients must be third or fourth year
students with a major in criminal justice.
1

P.

J oin

.v

LAUREL LITTLE, a freshman pre-medical biology major at
Murray State University, has been chosen as one of 150 national Coca-Cola scholars, which entitles her to a $4,000
scholarship to the college of her choice.
Little was the .first student from Western Kentucky to
receive the award. When she chose Murray State, she also
became the ftrst recipient to attend Murray State. ,
Murray State awarded her the University Speed Endowed
Scholarship, the Carr and Achievement scholarships and a
biology departmental scholarship.

ment was 6,342. That is a jump
of 1.5 percent.
"We are also very excited
about the 18 percent increase in
graduate students," he said.
"At this time last year, we had
800 graduate students. We
have 945 enrolled at this
point."
Bryan does not expect the
trend of increasing enrollment
to continue in the next few
years.
"We should peak out this
year and level out in the next
few years," tie"'Uid;

Shawn Stock
Dr. Chaney

!8
II

"For the African-American
students, Murray State has
something to offer if they
choose to do it."

Lisa Rolpe

ta
a

ANNE TULLY, a senior organizational communications rna- '<i

One out of every two students
who enter college in the fall
will not return in the spring,
Trice said.
Timothy Pittman, the new admissions counselor, is a recent
alumnus of Murray State.

...

;i

STACIE LYNN POLLOCK, a junior from Eldorado, lll., is one
of the ft.rSt nine recipients of scholarships awarded by the
Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection.
Students awarded the scholarships are pursuing degrees in
selected environmental protection areas. Each recipient is
obligated to work for the Department for Environmental Proteetion for each scholarship year.

MSU increases enrollment
Assistant News Editor
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MSU upgrades I
phone system
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

A bolt of light ning that struck last semester resulted in 24 hours
telephone service at Murray State. But th e campus has a
new phone system now t hat may reduce similar problems in the
future.
Light ning struck during a February thunderstorm, sending
students to pay phones to make t heir calls.
During the summer, the 1981 Stromberg Carlson DBX 5000
phone system was replaced with the NEAX 2400 phone system
from NEC America. It is housed in the General Services Building.
The new system is smaller but carries t he same 3,600 lines as
before, and it will be more effective against lightning, said Jim
DeBoer, director of information systems.
"It uses one-fourth of the power and takes up one-fourth the
space of the old system," DeBoer said. "Because of improvements
in electrical supply and circuit technology, there won't be as much
problem with lightning.
"If this system had been in place when the lightning hit, it
would not have been down as long as it was with the old system."
The ent ire system is monitored for problems. If something goes
wrong a computer prints out the problem, and telecommunications
can take care of it.
The new system also has the added advantage of call tracing. It
could be done before, but not as easily as with the new system,
DeBoer said. Should someone get a harassing call, both security
and telecommunications can help.
"If anybody gets a harassing call," DeBoer said, "they can call
security, who will call us, and everything will be taken care of."
Such call tracing also has given Murray State the technology for
a 911 emergency service. Public safety•s 2222 number bad
previou.sly been used for the emergencies that now fall under 911,
said Joe Green, associate director of public safety. Green said this
technology will help locate callers more quickly.
"When somebody calls, a dispatcher will respond,'' Green said.
"The caller's number lights up on a screen, so we know where it is
coming from. We then send an officer to the scene, and whatever
the emergency dictates is what we do."
Students, faculty and staff will have to dial the off-campus line
and then 911 to get help.
The most noticeable change in the phones for campus callers this
semester is the second dial tone before continuing to dial. That second tone, DeBoer said, has been eliminated to speed up dialing.
But some students were initially puzzled.
"They (students) would call the operator asking about the dial
tone," DeBoer said. "We just tell them about the change, and
there has been no problem."
Initially, two short rings from a phone meant a call from off campus. But that has changed as well.
"We found out cheaper phones and answering machines weren't
ringing on off-campus calls," DeBoer said. "So we made it three
short rings for otT-campus calls."
The new system costs $950,000 compared to the $2 million spent
on the previous system. The University hopes to make some
money back by selling the old system. DeBoer said he does not expect the system to sell for much but would welcome the additional
funds.
~thout
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Photo by JOHN BERNING

FUN

IN

THE

SUN

The end of summer may be approaching, but don 't tell that
to this Insect who Is enjoying the last warm days.

CARD

ACCESS

Continued from Page 3A

Continued from Page 3A

The Insect Is taking In the last days of the summer season
by feasting on a marigold outside Carr Health Building.

FUNDS
Continued from Page 2A
......

Hollman said t here will also
be a cashier in the Food Service
office in the Curris Center on
from 9 a .m. to 2 p .m. Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays for
any changes the student needs
to make.
There have been no m~or
problems wit_h..t};l.t; new ~swm
in its first weeks of service.
Benriter said the biggest complaint he has received has been
about the absence of the a la
: ·;.::;
carte meal plan.
Benriter said the plan was a
Off...aampus calls-dlal9 and 1he phone number
disaster financially for Food
Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON Services last year.

Rachel Kennedy , an
undeclared major from Poplar
Bluff, Mo., said she thinks the
new security system is a good
idea .
··since you should always
have your ID with you anyway,
it makes it really convenient to
use the side doors," she said.
Beth Damron, an accounting
major from Clarksville, Tenn.,
said she agrees that it is more
convenient to use the side doors
than to go around front.
"It is easier, especially if you
have to park out back in the
stadium, but it takes about

.

.

~

nine tries to get the door to
open," she said.
Other problems with the
system include losing an ID and
sneaking people into t he dorms
after hours, Dudley said.
"H a resident loses her ID,
she '11 have to go in the front
door until she gets a new one.
As far as sneaking people in, it
will make it harder for us to
catch them unless we watch
them in the halls,'' she said.
Dave M c P hers o n, an
agribusiness major from
Morgantown, said RA's should
crack down on people sneaking
others into the dorms.

The memorial fund was
established at CaUoway County
High School to help other
students pursue school-related
opportunities that, because of
family and financial circumstances, might not be possible otherwise.
Tax-deductible donations
may be made to Calloway
County School Board ,
designated for the Roger A.
Herndon Memorial, 2108-A
College Farm Road, Murray.
He was the son of Woody and
Donna Herndon, director of
Alumni Affairs.

-Get Free I.Dti.on

MSU Students..
Under the terms of Chapter 71, City of Murray Code of Ordinances, the
purchase of city auto stickers Is required, as follows:
City Residents - Each vehicle owned/leased
Non.. resldents - Vehicle used In the course of
employment
The ordinance applies to part-time employment. Non-resident
university students who do not work are exempt from the ordinance.

CALL
753-8477

For further information contact the City Clerk's office, 762-0350.

THE TROPICS TANNING SALON
•otter valid with

Gift certificates
available

Jo Crass
City Clerk

300 minutes and FREE IDtion for $25

Best Selection and Lowest Price
in Western KY.

tierrapin Station
605 O{ive St.

!Murray, iJ(f 42071

NEW AND USED: CASSETTES - CDs
CERWIN-VEGA SPEAKERS - TIE DYES
SPECIAL ORDERS • TRADE INS WELCOME
p.m.'1 p.m. and 9 p.m.· tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID
All times subject to chana-e. Funded by SGA.

.
753-8926

Monday • Friday 10 a .m.- 6:30 p .m
Saturday
10 a .m .· S p.m .
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Fulfill all your commua1ications
requirements with.one course.
·'

A1&T STUDENT
SAVERPLIJS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite. Join AT&TStudent Saver Plus. You'll be able
<.{
0

•.

\
to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money.

0 Our Reacb Out• America Calling P'i::nst

~

' tJl~

could

IJ3

.:)

:r
~I

0

save you money, no matter where and when you call. CaJJ Managert will save you time by sqmating

free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call

your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for

from almost anywhere to anywhere. 0 And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long

..

.{1

1HOUR
distance service. 0 Plus,Jf you register for any of our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'll get a

FREE

free hours wonh of AT&T long distance

calling.• As well as discounts on all kind~ of things, all year round. D So ask about AT&TStudent Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.

ATs.T

I
J
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SPORTS
SU faces Salukis in opening game
:; AJ!ISistant Sports Editor

There are questions galore
about the 1991 Racers.
What, for example, can be
done to improve a team that
allowed 39 points a game and
could only muster just over
eight of its own last year?
Or, can just one year of
preparation along with a bevy
of new faces, including a
number of freshmen, help tum
around a team that could only
come up with a 2-9 record?
And, can one player have as
great a magical effect on the
Racers as he has had on two
other teams in the past in just
~his first season of major college
: football?
Saturday night these questions and many others may
begin to be answered as Murray
State starts its season against
regional rival Southern Illinois.
Last year the Salukis were
responsible for a 45-7 romp over
the Racers in Carbondale. This
came just one week after
Louisville began its memorable
10-1 season by smacking MSU
68-0 in Louisville.
Last Saturday, the Salukis
opened their season by
defeating Ohio Valley Conference member Southeast
i! Missouri 28-27 in Cape
Girardeau.
Racer Head Coach Mike
• Mahoney, who enters his fifth
: year, said that facing a team
; that has already played a game
~ poses both advantages and
: disadvantages for his team.
"They have the advantage of
having already played a game
and being into their routine,"
Mahoney aaid. "On the other
hand, though, they don't know

i

!

Photo by MIKE PADUANO
Racer quarterback Tremaine Lewla, a junior from Orange, Texas, practices his roll-out motion In
preparation for Munay State's aeuon opener agalnat Southern Illinois. Game time Ia set for 7:30
p.m., In Stewart Stadium.
what we'll do, so there are fense that features four players quarterback Brian Downey,
pluses on both sides." ·
the Racers need to keep a close who threw for 251 yards and
The Salukis will bring an of- eye ort. That group is led by two touchdowns last yt>ar.

When he is throwing, Downey
will have two speedy receivers
in Justin Roebuck and Billy
Swain, who combined for three
touchdowns last week. The
other weapon will be tight end
Doug Amaya , who caught
Downey's other touchdown pass
against SEMO. Amaya is a
transfer from Big Ten power
Illinois.
"The key for us will be to get
pressure on Downey from our
defensive front four," Mahoney
said. "He (Downey) is a good
qua rterback who picks up
blitzes very well.
''They (SIU) have got some
talent ,'' h e said.
On the defensive side, the
Salukis proved that they can
adjqst quickly to adversity.
They held SEMO to no points in
the crucial second half last
week .
Six starters return on both
sides of the ball for Murray
State, with the most experience
being found in the offensive
line, whe r e seniors Steve
Brought on, guard, and Greg
Armstrong, tackle, will be the
leaders. Junior ,Scott Cannon
has been moved to offensive
guard after seeing plenty of
time as a defensive lineman
last year. Senior Marcus Perry
will be the other tackle.
The defensive line returns
with a lot of experience. Matt
Horsey and Kevin Gibbs, along
with seniors Alex Wilson and
Crai g Hobson, will attempt to
help t ighten a defense that
allowed 449 yards per game
last year .
The lineback ing corps could
be a concern, however. Reggie
Kennedy, Robbie La non, Danny Ama to a nd Shelton Burris

are all gone from the Racer
lineup . Sophomores Dan
Zaneski and Jimmy Stratton,
junior Sean Kroeper and senior
Robert Sillimon will try to
make up for those losses.
Some experience can be found
in the secondary. Senior
William Hoston bas started for
two years, while junior Tyrone
Young and sophomore Beau
Brown both saw a lot of playing
time last season.
The big story on offense for
the Racers is the muchanticipated debut of quarterback Tremaine Lewis, a junior
who transferred last spring
from Kilgore (Texas) Junior
College. Senior wide receiver
Richard Miller, who will be a
main target when Lewis goes to
the air, is confident of the new
quarterback's ability.
"Tremaine is well-rounded,"
Miller said. "He has a good arm
and possesses enough speed to
get what he can."
But Lewis brings something
else to this year's Racer team,
the experience of having been
on a championship team. He led
his high school team to state
titles in his sophomore and
junior years.
"Once you've been there (to a
championship), you know what
it takes to make it back," Lewis
said.
But Lewis is not the only new
face on offense. Redshirt
freshman Tim Bland will start
at tailback and junior David
Redmond, the team's leading
returning receiver, will be
given the starting job at
flanker. Senior tight end Matt
Havill rounds out the receiving
corps, giving Lewis yet another
target to choose from.

Edgar promises continuea success for Racers
By SCOTT FLEMING
, Sports Editor
~ When Steve Newton

departed
to the University of South
5~Carolina, he took with him a
~ 116-64 coaching record and a
rrecord-setting four consecutive
OVC titles.

j

I

Things looked grim until the
hiring of Scott Edgar on Aug. 2.
Edgar, 35, has been involved
in college coaching for 14 years,
three at the junior college level.
~ He went to the University of
Tulsa in 1980 as a full-time
assistant under Nolan Richardson. The Golden Hurricanes
went to post-season tournament
play all five years he was there
and won the NIT in 1981.
He then followed Richardson
to the University of Arkansas
as his number-one assistant
and helped turn the Razorbacks
t into the national powerhouse
they are now.
Two years ago, coach Richardson promoted Edgar to aBBistant head basketball coach.
With this position for Edgar
came the duties of total charge
of recruiting, top floor assis.tant, top benr.h assistant and
public promotion to generate
P.support for the Razorback
. program.

l

.

"I think that after being with
him (Richardson) for that long,"
Edgar said, "and being at

schools like Tulsa and Arkansas, and working under him, I
think he has me totally
prepared to be the head basketball coach at Murray State."
Although he said that this is
his frrst head coaching position,
Edgar does have an idea of
what being the head man feels
like.

"I have so
much teaching
to do come the
15th, each day
I'll just have to
· evaluate where
we are"
Scott Edgar
Basketball coach
During the early years at
Arkansas, Richa rdson's
daughter was very ill with
leukemia, and he was away
from the proifam for a long
time. Edgar served as interim
head coach and had total control of the basketball program
for up to weeks at a time.
Edgar said that Arkansas
could quite possibly have their
best team ever this season.
They have seven seniors back,
and three of those could
po88ibly be drafted in the first
round of the NBA draft.

Edgar said that he was ·lured the flrSt organized practice, the
to MSU by the great basketball players will be able to go
tradition the school has through a good transitional
established, with an emphasis practice.
on the last four years.
"I have so much teaching to
"I think that everybody's
aware that they have been do come the 15th, each day I'll
labeled as 'giant killers' in the just have to evaluate where we
NCAA tournament," he said. are," Edgar said. "What I want
''They beat North Carolina to do until mid-November is
State, they came closer to prepare for the nonconference
beating Kansas than anybody games."
and they took Michigan State
The Racer's schedule has
into overtime."
them playing such names as
Edgar said that when he firSt Southern lllinois University,
got here, he fell in love with the Memphis State University,
campus and the community, Western Kentucky University,
and the people here treated his the University of Evansville
family with claBB. Edgar and and the University of Texas.
his wife, Elaine, have one son,
Edgar wants a tough
Scott William ll. Edgar also
said that when he interviewed preseason schedule to prepare
for the Muttay State job that the Racers for conference play
the process was well organized and wants to gain national
and professional - strictly frrst exposure.
claBB.
"I would like to play fast, agEdgar said that his long
gressive,
entertaining (to the
range goal is to "create and
fans)
and
run
and press," Edgar
maintain a newer and higher
said.
level of excellence here at MurWith Scott Edgar's imray State." However, after winning four straight OVC titles, pressive credentials and exthe Racers will be a marked perience, the Racers should
team. Other schools will be once again be a powerhouse in
looking to dethrone the Racers. the OVC for the 1991-92
"The last couple of years in season.
the OVC, the Murray game has
been the biggest game on
The Racers open their season
everybody's schedule," Edgar Nov. 5 with a Blue-Gold intrassaid.
quad game. From theTe, they
He said that his immediate play Fort Campbell on Nov. 9,
goal is concentrating on getting the Czechoslovakia Select
t he team in the best possible Team Nov. 16, and Dlinois Tech
shape so that, come Oct. 15 and on Nov. 26.

/
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Renee Bailey and Roseanne Brown of the
lady Racer Volleyball team tell how they have
adjusted to western Kentucky lifestyle.
Campus Recreation offers numerous sporting events to help fight off the studying blues.
Nearly 3,500 students participate annually,
making MSU one of the highest percentage of
participants in lntramurals in the surrounding
area.
Story on page 14.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN
New Murray State head basketball coach Scott Edgar addresses
the Faculty Senate in the Barkley Room earlier this week. He
faces the task of replacing Steve Newton who led the Racers to
OVC tittes in his last four years.
•

Racers finish second

Wilder named SID

The Racer tennis team placed second at last week's Ohio Valley Conference tournament in Cookeville, Tenn.
Middle Tennessee claimed the title
while the host school Tennessee Tech
finished third.
This marked the second consecutive
year that the Racer netters have been
denied the OVC crown. Tech won that
championship last season and in doing
so broke Murray State's string of win·
ning it 10 consecutive years.
On the positive side, the Racers won
three of the seven finals matches in
which they had representatives.

Jimmy Wilder was hired as the new
Sports lnfonnation Director July 1.
Wilder replaces Craig Bohnert who
had been the SID from 1984-90.
Wilder was previously the athletic
promotions director at Murray State
from 1980·83.
Wilder has been an SID for The
Citadel, Northwestern Louisiana
State
and
the
Southern
Conference, whose headquarters
are located in Asheville, N.C.
Find out more about Wilder and
the responsibilities of an SID next
week.

•
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lntramurals offer rest from studying
By JOHN Wf'IIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

Renee Bailey

Roseanne Brown

Murray home for
California ·players
By GREG ALLEN
Reporter

Going to college away from home can demand a big adjustment, especially if you are 2,500 miles away from home.
But for California natives Renee Bailey and Roseanne
Brown, the adjustment has come easily.
Members of the Racer volleyball team, Bailey and Brown
said the main reason for the easy adjustment is the unity of
Oscar Segovia's team.
"The girls are what I liked most," said Bailey, a junior outside h itter from Fullerton, Calif. "They are very , very supportive. I think I would want to be home right now ifl didn't
get along with the te~ like I do."
"Since I'm a freshman, I've never been away from my fami ·
ly," said Brown, a middle hitter/blocker from Pleasanton,
Calif. "The other colleges I was recruited by didn't have the
lUnd of environment that Murray had. It was very much like
home. It was really hard to adjust at first , but the girls just
helped me right away."
And then there's the coach, Oscar Segovia. The man who
has built a winning volleyball program at Murray State since
his arrival in 1987. He's the man who led the Racers to the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship in 1989
and a runner-up spot in last year's tournament. He's the man
who is responsible for getting two California girls to Murray
State.
"For me, personally, Oscar Segovia is the best coach a
player ever had because he, out of all the recruiters, was so
interested in you. He's very caring, and on the court he's very
intense, but that's good. You need that. You need someone
pushing you out there," Bailey said. '
"He's so motivating," Brown said. "He can make you want
to go out there and just kill the other team."
In a small town like Murray, Bailey's hardest adjustment
is finding something to do on weekends.
"It's like there's nothing to do here. I miss the shopping
malls and the beaches," Bailey said.
AB for Brown, her hardest adjustment is being away from
her family.
"My parents had a hard time seeing me going away to Kentucky. They were leaning toward me going to Portland, Ore.,
because it was closer. I was like, ' No, I'm going to Ken-·
tucky,"' Brown said.

Another academic year has
begun for Murray State
students, and with it will come
the usual headaches associated
with academics.
For students who need a
break from these trials and
tribulations, the intramurals
program may provide the opportunity to maintain sanity.
Most important, while intramural games give students a
break, they do not take up so
much time that they interfere
with study.
''It gives the students a break
from studying, but it also gives
them an opportunity to get
their bodies pumped up as well
as their minds," said Brian
McDaniel, a graduate as!>istant
in the intramurals department.
"Most of the sports only go two .
nights a week, and the games
last only one or two hours. so
it's not going to interfere with ~
study time."
McDaniel said that people
who want to form a team need
to pick up an information
booklet on the sport they are interested in and also should ob- .
tain a roster sheet, which must
be filled out and returned to the
intramurals office. He added
that teams do not necessarily
need a coach, but do need one
person to act for the team at
meetings.
All sports in the program are
divided into two leagues. The
competitive league usually in·
volves more intense competition and is usually for more ad·
vanced athletes. The recreational league is more suited to
the novice athlete.
Tournaments are conducted
throughout the year in the major sports: basketball, football,
softba 11 and voll eyball.
However, these are only for the
teams of the competitive
league.
·
Two sports' have brought the
program some notoriety in the
past. Last year a team consisting ofMSU players claimed
the state championship in softball at a tournament in
Louisville. Also, each year one
of the football teams is sent to
New Orleans to represent the
University in a tournament involving teams from other

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7 ·CHESTNUT STREET
753·0113
AaoS3 the street from Bradley Book Co.

$1

on·Any Cassetta Tape •
I£G. PRICE

$2 Oft Any Compact Disc
REG. PRICE

Offer good through Sept. 27

+ .,......-....

YOUR ///AK.PNI
CAR ITEAEO SPECIALIST · CUSTOM INSTALL.ATION

GO GO GO GO GO GO
GOGO GO GOGO GO
GO GO GO GO GO·GO
GO GO GO GO GO GO
GO GO GO GO GO GO
GO GO GO GO GO GO
GO GO GO GO GO GO
GOGO RACERS!
GOGO GO GO GO GO
GO GO GO GO GO GO

FREE

lntramurals program staff. Bottom row: Chris Langston and Matt Bell. Middle row: jeff Moore,
Kevin Bennett, Danny Vernon, Danny Brown and Mark Bates. Top row: Llsha Brumbaugh, Brian
McDaniel and Missy Humphrey.

schools across the country.
McDaniel estimated that
There are restrictions in the 3,500 Murr ay State students
program, however, that are participate in the program
designed to enable better com- every year, which is the best
petition among the par- participation rate on campus
ticipants. Players who have let- He also said that MSU's intered in a certain sport must sit tramurals program is stronger
out of that particular sport for percentage-wise than other
two years. But they are free to schools in the region, including
compete in other sports that the University of Kentucky,
they have not lettered in.
Southern Illinois University,
Also, playing the sport iB not Indiana University and the
the only way to be involved in University of Louisville.
the program. Students can be
" I think the major reason for
officials for the sports.
this is that we have a year"If a student wants to be an round staff for all of the sports,"
official for a certain sport, then he said. "At these other schools,
he has to attena a clinic for that t here are only staffs for the cersport," he said. "Also, for every tain sports."
If there is one negative aspect
other sport a student wants to
cover, be must attend the of the intramurals program, it
clinics for those sports as well." would be the ratio of male to

~

female participants. Supervisqr
Danny Vernon said that mal~s
outnumber females appro~
imately four to one in the ptGgram.
·'
''We would like more womJl
to participate, and we are stri¥'..
ing to get more participants i!l;
to the program, ~it male Pf
female." McDaniel said.
~~
''It would reflect a better outcome on the student popu1a.
tion," Vernon said. ''I think the
reason for this could be that
there are simply more guys who
want to be athletic than girls."
Co-ed sports are available in
the program, and leagues have
also been formed for co-ed competition. Co-ed play exists in
softball, volleyball and
basketball.

WELCOME TO MtJRRAY STATE AND
MURRAV'S PIER 1 IMPORTS!
Shop Murray's Pier 1, when you're ready to decorate
your home, apartment or dorm room. We've got the
largest selection of home decorative accessories,
including wicker & rattan furniture, in the area.

Pier 1·
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • One Block East of MSU Campus, on Chestnut St.
Hours: Monday- Friday 9 a.m.~ p.m., Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

.9L{plia Omicron Pi
wou(c£ {if(g. to congratu{ate our new p{edges

ltfORMATIONFOR

STUDENTS WHO NEED

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
Results Guaranteed.

1·800·937·1797
.fllfBson
P fwtograpliy
Welcome Back
Students!!
f:IJ7 s. Fol.rlh st.
75J-.8809
Harry AUison
Lance AIUson

Stephanie Allen
Nichola Amaral
Allyson Andrews
Leslie Brown
Bridget Cary
Chanon Chaney
Danielle Cochran
Dana Darnell
Stacy Deom
Lea Douglas
Shanan Dunn
Ali Fella
Teri Files

Jenny Fisher
Traci Forbes
Danette Gray
Holly Holder
Shannon Houpt
Brandi Jackson
Missy Kleeman
Wendy Lewis
Shannon Lessner
Shannon McCuiston
Monica Meyers
Dede Phillips
•

Monica Plunkett
Shannon Prince
Greta Rainey
Dana Robinson
Ginger Rogers
Karen Smith
Meg Sommerkamp
Terri Thomas
Sara Thompson
Julie Wampler
Robin Wayne
Angela Wood
Dawn Wring

-·

J
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SCOREBOARD
RACER SPORTS WEB

1991 Lady Racer Volleyball
\

OPPONENT

JJAIE
Aug. 31

CommonweAlth Classic
Louavwe
RaJder Oaaaic
Loyola,m.

~1

c:..ft+,6

~t7

c:.;.t. 9

Bvanaville
SOUTHBRN INDIANA
Tennessee State•
UT-MARTIN
MIDDLB TBNNBSSBB SI'ATB•
TBNNBSSBB TBCH•
Southeast Miasourl State•

~17
~18

~~
~128
Oct..f
Oct.8
Oct.11
Oct.12
Oct.15

ONONNATI

TBNNBSSBE STATB•
Butern

l<entu~

Morehead Stateot

Auatin Peayot
Middle Tennessee•
Tennetllft Tech•
Bract. College
Kentucky Wesleyan
Arbnau State
DePaul
BVANSVILLB
BASTBRN KBNTUCKYMORBHBAO STAW
Memphis State
Ole Mils
Arbnsas State
SOU'IHBAST MISSOURI STATB•
AUSTIN PBAYArbnsas State
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
National Invitational Volleyball

<Xt-18
<Xt-19

Oct.22
Oct.22
Oct.26
Oct.26
Oct.29
Nov. t
Nov. 2
Nov. 8
Nov. 9
Nov. 9
Nov. 12
Nov. 16
Nov. 19
Nov. 22-24
Dec. 5-7

1lME

SilE

lOa.m.
TBA
6p.m.
8a.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
Sp.m.
noon
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.

LoW8ville, Ky.
LouJsvtlle. Ky.

Football

Dayton. Ohio
Dayton. Ohio
Evansv11le, Ind.
RACER ARENA
Na.sbvtlle, Tn.
RACER ARENA

Volleyball

NORIHGYM
NORIHGYM
Cape Gtrardeau. Mo.
NORIHGYM
RACER ARENA

Morehead, Ky.
Clarksvtlle, Tn.
Murfreesboro, Tn.
Cookevtlle, Tn.
Owmaboro, Ky.
Oweoaboro, Ky.
Jonesboro. Ark.
Jonesboro, Ark.
RACER ARENA

6:30p.m.
TBA
TBA
7p.m.
7p.m.
lp.m.
7:30p.m.

Memphls, Tn.
Memphls,Tn.
Memphls.Tn.

7p.m.
7p.m.

RACER ARENA

Win a color TV
At each home football game, a random name will be called
from the student directory to win a 26·inch color TV with
remote control, sponsored by SuperAmerica a nd Pepsi.
Only one name per game will be drawn. After the name is
announced, the student has five minutes to report to a
designated area to receive the prize.
If there is no winner, the next drawing will be at the next
home football game. So, come out and support t he Racers and
win your own color television.

cape Gtnlrdeau, Mo.
Cookeville, Tn.
Dayton. Ohio

TBA

Championship

Home sames in all CAPS

•ovcmatch

All times are Central

Dance team meeting

Final1990 OVC Football Standings
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

-

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

NORIHGYM

TBA
TBA

:~;·t.

Golf

NORTH GYM
NORIHGYM

TBA
TBA

:-:~..

'~:

Women's
Cross
Country

Richmond, Ky.

S p.m.

........
.._.,".
~:~::r

.Qmf..
5-1
5-1

All
10-1
10-1

MURRAY STATE

Austin Peay

The University will be starting a dance team this fall .
The first meeting for anyone interested will be at 4 p.m.
Tuesday in the Racer Room at Roy Stewart Stadium.

4-2

7-4

3-3
3-3

6-5
5-6

A reminder to MSU students

1-5
0-6

2-9

Students wishing to see the Racer football team in action at
any of the home games must use the first entrance on the
south end of Stewart Stadium ifthey use their validated student ID cards.

0-11
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I

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Wanted: Vlrvln goata for
P.A.G.A.N. Worship.

Oy Guy thanks for pulling up
wtthalofmyetraaa. You'reeuc:h
a sweetie. Arrff, the Scudz Motel
Is where the toilet ovenuneth,

COMPUSEARCHneedsc:ampus~· 6 houreperweek. No
MIIInggreatpay. Call Aaron 1-

DPBody·Tone500Rowerand

PERSONALS

~ Sigma Phi Epallon would like

l tothank ell who participated In

• therallleAug. 22-23. Congnlilu·
lations to d of our winners:
Kart Thompeon, Brian
. McAdaml, Nancy Williams.
j PatrtckCouler, Steve Cor·

Mr. E. Three months and two
ctaya - It doesn't seem long
enough, but I have a whole
llfetlmetolookforwardto.Love
yoo-Mre. E.

! nellua, H.L. Huumann, Pam
: Smith, AlOe Goins, and G1'8Q

Good luck Racerel From
Admiral & Chief.

• Bennatt·
• Bn:JthereofAiphaTauOmega
• -l'h8nl<atoratentflcmlxerThe slatera of Alpha Delta Pl.

Good luck to the Unwed Fa·
thera ll'llrwnlnll Sc:lfbl Team.

WelcomebacktoMunayState
all of the Communication
people, from Rob.
L..ulgl, Can you believe we have
ITII,de It for two years without
kM.Ung each other? Marlo.
Bdng bad( ala cartel

Kaae~Goodluckwtth

Kevin, we may be sependl9d

Pleue I!C)'Cielll

ycututeerneaer. You1 make

by miles, but you are always In
rrPf thoughts and heart. I love
you. AI My LoveJ Amy.

ltl Pll..cwe, Your Utile Sla, ..Ill

Edeftn.
FISCHERS, Hair cutting ernportum I leMa to cut. trtm and
ltyle hair. No appointment
needed, jult ltop by anytime
~Or right.

Leigh, Have you decided to get
out of journalism yf!Kl Allen
Happy 2 year anniversary on
Sunday. One of these day&
we'll take off to Gattlnburv.
Love, Amy.

800-284-3842.

Helms.
Nadine, Wed. night wu aw·
fully lonely without you. We
look forward to seeing you INa
weekend. Hope Val The Newt

Crew.

Send a atreaeed friend a ten·
alon-breal<lng menage In the
claNifleds.

HELP WANTED
Win a trtp to DISNEY WORLD
c:ls1r1butlng aubtcrlpCion cards
at tNa campus. Good Income.
Forlrtformallonand applcatlo."'l
wt1te to: COLLEGIATE MAR·
KETING SERVICES, 303 W.
Center Ave., MOOf'M'ille, NC

28115.
ParttlmeCholrDirec:torGoahen
UMC - Mualc bad<ground

I!Cf!lred. Cel763·1202.

COUEGE REP WANTED to
distribute •student Rate" sub-

ecr1ptlonc:ardsatthlsc:a1J11Us.

Good Income. Forlnfonnatlon
and application write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, P.O. Box 1438,
Mooreevllle, NC 28115. 7fW

863-0983.

FOR SALE
78 Old Omega- Runs good,
need8 tTIIfller and rearshocks,
$450 -llso Clueenslze wa·
l8rbed. headboard has minor
and shetvea - good concl-

Exercfter, $70. Cal7~4246.

Mlntab Stat Pactcage for CIS
243-S43.Naw.$29. ~
Financial Calculator HP-18C.
$65. 763-.4246.
Do you have eomethlng you
want to sell? Let The Murray
SlldltNewa~helpyou

earn aome extra cash. Stop by
room 111, Wllaon ..._. or call
782-4478 for IT10f'81nfonnatlon
on how to plaoe your ad.

Jade Green donn carpet. Grelll
COIIdftlori. CUt to fit 100m In
Elubeth Hal, but can be cut
to fit your room. Only $20. Cll
75Hn2,1e8ve menage.

1135. C811753-4246.

MISC.

FOUND

Thln'ajultnollmlttohowfat
you <*'.Dit Wnga done In the
claullledl. Stop by 100m 111,
Wleon Hal tordeellla.

MSU Elcort Selvlce, Dept of
Pubic saty offer~ esccxt
I8Mce lifter dllk 7 day• a
week. Cal ~2222.

If you have found something
that doesn't belong to you, adveftlseltln The Murray Stats
Nt1ws, free.

- - - --

-

--

Send a stressed friend-~

a tension-breaking
message in the
cJassjfteds
Faroa)¥$1.

.

BUSINESS

SERVICES

tton, $150. -437--4085.
VMtar Photographic Enlarger
with
Colorhead
and
Lene.Var1oua Acceuoriea.

BUSINESS

SERVICES

Wana.d: Al..,..tlone to do In

my home. Expetlenoed Altenldlonlady. Newtothe.....
Phone 753-1379.

Par allmltefl tta., ,_ Gall place a 10 ward

cleeel&cl iD tM

•

,..,..1• ..e:icm lor ~ $1.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Tbr: Murray S&alr NeW. $1 Pencmal CJaulftecl
Ezplre• 9-11-91
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CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

RATES
Wlh MSU 10: 15e p« word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

PERSONALS

Over Twenty Worda
IMtl MSU 10: 1()f per word
'Mihout MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WIU. BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ada may be mailed along with payment to:

Deadline...... Wed. 3 p.m.
Hours: Monday, Wednesday and
Friday 2:30 • S:OO,Tueaday and Thursday 1-4 p.m.
Cloeed weekends and holidays.

INDEX

Classlfleda Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

ROOMMA11:8
BU81NEII8
SERVIO&a

FOAREHT
FORSH.i
HELI'WNfTED
LOST I. FOUND
RIOD

llall
'n.ll'ara,y ••• ,, ....
C'AIIIh ar ._. . ~a ''n
Cbeaktac X _,, D' . r t

ar

lbap oil at Boam.111,
WllloD Ball.

M180~

NOTICE

..

!lfoif}~ng
!RJstaurant

.
wut

~,··

Organizations
Contracts and Payments
for

Oper~ ? tfaus a
Sruufay - :Frilfay 1! a.m. · !J:JO p.m.
Saturtfay 4:30p.m. - 9:30p.m.

Lunc6ton Special
Moru(Qy • :Frilfay

Surulqg 'lJuQ'et
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$5.75 plus ~

11 a.m. • 2 p.m.
$3.10plus ~
•

C4Urilf6 ,.,tin.p, OICUUIIJ partiu atu16an.qtuts upOfl "'fUUU.

JUso aoaila6u C41Ty·OUlS.
Cllfi 7~.1~f 4/lll

SHIELD PICTURE
uoJc~~t - ~m~~~s~

Womens Apparel
'ESP£'£' .lJ1l.U'D'F1Jt

and other ~osmetic counters
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

--

are due Sept. 27, 1991
116 Wilson Hall
762-4495

~-----------~----~ ~ --
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Fifty-eight join MSU faculty, staff
Staff Repon

Murray State University
students, faculty and staff may
have seen several new faces
this fall.
Fifty-eight new faculty and
staff members bad their fU'St
taste of Murray State life last
week. By field, they include:

Administration
• Doreen Rauch, director of affrrmative action
• Don Robertson, associate vice
president for student affairs
• Don Kassing, vice president
of university relations and administrative services

Business
• Clifton Jones, assistant professor in the department of
economics and finance
• Sandra Jeanquart, assistant
professor in the department of
management and marketing

Education
• Nancy Huffstutter, director

of school services and research
and instructor
• Janis Murphy, director of the
Student Advising Center and
assistant professor
• Stephanie Barnes, visiting
i nstru ct or of ed ucation al
leadership and counseling
• Sandra Brady, assistant
professor
• Donna Mat tingly, visitin g
assistant professor
• Toni Sills, assistant professor
• J ulie Huetteman, assistant
professor of health, physical
education and recreation
• Moira Fallon, assistant professor of special education
• Prisca Moore, assistant professor of special education
• E dwin Wes t , clinical
audiologist

Art
• Sandy S asso, visiting
instructor
• Albert Sperath, visiting
assistant professor and director
of the University Galleries

• Feng Zhiwen, exchange
faculty
• Wu Jicai, exchange faculty

• J ean Elvin, visiting guest • Daniel L. Wann, assistant • Ramesh Arasasingham,
artist
assistant professor in the
professor
• Barbara Malinauskas, • Ismet Dizdarevic, exchange department of chemistry
visiting recturer
• Hosae Lee, assistant pro··
faculty
• Grady Kirkpatrick, WKMS- • Ratko Dundjerovic, exchange feasor in the department of
Journalism/radio/tv
FM operations director
mathematics
•
faculty
• Cynthia Hopson, visiting
Edward
Thome,
assistant
•
• Howard Brill, instructor,
instructor
Languages
department of sociology, an- professor in the department of
• Allen White, assistant
mathematics
• Ogden Brown, assistant thropology and social work
professor
• Sharon Korolevich, visiting
professor
lecturer in the department of
• Mark Levine, visiting assis- Industry/technology
Music
nursing
tant professor
•
Michael
Morgan,
instructor.
•
James
Benson,
associate
• Catherine Mallett, visiting
Libraries
• William Shelton, visiting in- professor
instructor
structor
in
the
department
of
• Billy Gage, visiting lecturer • Janet Brewer, instruc• Bradley Townsend, instruc·
• Jay Zirbel , assistant tor/reference librarian, in the
tor and assistant director of foreign languages
professor
bands
University Libraries
•
• Bassam Atieh, assistant pro- • Man Hu, instructor and
• Andrew B. Lorenz, exchange History
faculty
• Roy Finkenbine, visiting fessor in the department of oc- cataloger at the Harry Lee
cupational safety and health
• Wendy J. Lorenz, exchange assistant professor
:
Waterfield Library
faculty
• William Schell Jr., instructor • Linda Frederick, assistant • Lynda Larremore, visiting
professor in the department of instructor/reference librarian
• Gary Williams, exchange
occupational safety and health in the Waterfield Library
faculty
:·
Psychology
• Nancy Wyant, visiting in• Frederick Walborn, visiting Science/mathematics structor/reference librarian at·
Communication/
assistant professor
Waterfield Library
•
Ruth Anne Bookstaber- • George Kipphut, physical
theater
Smith, visiting assistant litnnologist and associate pro·
• Elizabeth Bailey, visiting in- professor
fessor of biological and Sports
str uctor and director of • Marilyn Van Leeuwan, geological sciences in the • Scott Edgar, head basketball
forensics
Center of Excellence
coach
instructor

BOOKS

EXTENDED

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

and three paperback books."
Paperback books cost less
than hardbacks, but, McDowell
said, hardbacks are better.
The University Store determines the number of textbooks
to order by looking at the

University schedule of classes
and figuring 25 to 30 students
per class, per section, McDowell
said.
Bradley said he is given the
same information about class
rolls as the University Store, so

he knows the amount of books
to order for the semester.
Both the University Store
and Bradley Books offer a discount for faculty and staff. The
University Store's is 10 percent
and Bradley's is 5 percent.

ing indicated th at 14 percent of
Murray State undergraduates
did not have insurance.
Letters concerning health
coverage from the Heritage In·
surance Company were mailed
to students the week before
classes began, but were dated
July 1, 1991.
Bryan said the University
sent the letters to the insurance
company in July, but the com·
pany did not send letters until

the week of registration - after
the class-action suit was filed.
"We're quite upset about
those letters," Bryan said. "We
are quite upset with the company for the process."
Bryan said the University
will re-evaluate its business
dealings with Heritage, but the
University hopes to be able to
offer optional health insurance
to students.

HEALTH
Continued from Page 1

surance during preregistration
for the spring semester in
November.
He said the University did
not agree t hat health insurance
should be mandated by the
state because the law singled
out one group of individuals.
The University, he said,
believed t hat students need to
have insurance, but that it
should not be required.
A survey conducted last spr-

:·

Kurth said the advantage to
operating as an extended campus would mean up to $125.000
in annual support from the
state. "That would allow us to
offer courses which do not
necessarily pay for
themselves," he said.
Kurth said the idea for linking the three sites evolved from
the students themselves.
" Some students taking
classes in Madisonville would
go to Hopkinsville to get the
classes they needed, and those
in Hopkinsville would drive to
Madisonville.
"We live in a much more
rural area than the other
universiti~s and have to be
more innovative in our programs," he said.
Counciln'Uin Jack Rose of
Murray said he voted in favor of
the plan because it seemed like
a very efficient and economical

staff," Kurth said, "they have
to follow rules. But, they also
have the authority to recommend a waiver or a change in
the rules for this plan."
The plan was held for review
by members of the council and
will be revoted on in November.
Rose said he is also optimistic
the plan will be approved.
"This is a creative plan, and,
in my opinion, the council
should encourage universities
to be creative like this and use
ingenuity to provide services to
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON their areas."
way of serving the pubhc.
The Council did approve fun"It's the best way to serve the ding for three proposals by
people in an area that does not other universities. They includhave a great density in terms of ed of campus centers in:
population," he said.
• Danville under Eastern Kentucky University
The council supported the
plan with a vote of 8-5, but by
• West Liberty by Morehead
statute another vote in favor State University
was needed for approval.
• Elizabethtown by Western
" In defense of the (council) Kentucky University.

ac '•

To All Facultv- Staff and Students at MSU

20% Off
STOREWIDE
Through October 31
With This Coupon
s• Item• Excluded

DE

1203

Chestnut
Street

Murray
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT sPoRT IN YOUR LIFE"

...
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.c oming attractions
Movie lovers
15 v 1 t
list favorites
--------- By ALYSSA HARVEY

Assistant Campus Life Editor

It is a typical weeknight.
There are no parties.
Homework is either finished or
in the pile marked "later." You
and your friends are tired of sitting around looking at each
other. What do you do?
Movies are one solution. At
the theater, on television or
poppe8 into the VCR, movies
are a popular way of relieving
late-night boredom.
Some Murray State University students consider movies a
good form of entertainment.
Comedies are a favorite among
students because they make
them laugh, while adventures
are a close second because of
the action.
Jenny Lossner, a senior social
work major from Madisonville,
said she prefers new movies instead of old ones.
"I like the cinematography
better. There is more color,"
she said.
Lossner said new movies are
easier to understand because
they relate to present
situations.
"I think I can relate to new
movies, especially realistic
ones," she said.
Although she prefers comedydrama films, Lossner said if
she bad a chance to make a
fllm, it would be a fantasy
featuring Kevin Costner and
Charlie Sheen.

"(In a fantasy filin) you can
have a broader range of
characters. You don't have to
stick with humans."
Lossner said she would use
Costner because he is a very
sincere and believable actor
and Sheen because he is cute
and can play a variety of roles.
J.,ossner said The Highlander
is her favorite movie of all time.
"It's got a really original
plot," she said.
Adair Westerman, a junior
nursing major from Metropolis,
Ill., said she also prefers comedies. She said she does not
watch old movies because it is
easier to discuSB new movies
with friends.
''They (old movies) deal with
thin gs that aren ' t funny
anymore. By the time you see
them, you've heard the jokes 50
times," she said.
Westerman said she would do
a comedy if she had the chance
to make a film.
"It would be funny, but it
would still have a purpose to it .
It would show people my point
of view about something," she
said.
Westerman said Bo Jackson
would star in her movie.
''Everybody would come see it
because he's never been in a
movie, and he's cute," she said.
Please see MOVIES
Page8B

THEATERS
CONCESSION
PRICES
I Murray's Cheri Theatres I
Popcom

Small
Tub

$1.25 · Medium
$2.50

$1.75

Cokes

Small
Large

$1.25
$1.75

Medium

$1.50

I

Kentucky Oaks Theatres

I

Popcorn

Small
Large

$1.35
$3.25

Medium

Cokes

Small
Large

$1.35
$2.00

Medium $1.85
Ex. Large $2.25

Mayfield Twin Cinema
No Butter
Popcorn

Small

Butter
Popcorn
Cokes

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Runn.ing the show is no picnic
By KRISTIE HELMS
campus Ufe Editor

1

I

------

$2.50

I
Large

$1.75

Small $1.00
Large $1.75

Medium

$1.25

Small $ .75
Large $1.25

Medium

$1.00

$1.00

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Having a ball
In order to help emphasize the fact
that "it is a small world after all," a ball
for international students has been
scheduled for the 14th.
The ball is designed to help bring
international students attending Murray State University closer together to
exchange ideas.
A dinner will be at 6 p.m. at the Hong
Kong Restuarant followed by dancing.
Tickets for the event are $7 for
members of the International Student
Organization and $10 for non-members. For more information; call 7624152.

For some, going to the movies
is a chance to escape reality for
a few moments. It's a chance to
either laugh or cry at someone
else's life for a change, and it's
a chance to live out dreams and
fantasies without reality stepping in to mess things up.
However, for those whose job
it is to get that larger-than-life
image on the big screen, the
movies can be anything but a
fantasy world.
Deciding what movie to show
is the biggest challenge for
theater owners, said Donal
Jones, owner of the Mayfield
Twin Cinema and the Cardinal
Drive-in Theater.
"When I first started, there
was a new movie out called Fiddler on the Roof I had just seen
the play and thought it would
do well here," he said. "Well,
the people in Paducah and Murray were a little smarter,
because it just did not do well at
all in this area."
Gearing the movies for the
audience is also a consideration, said John Hopkins, owner
of the Cheri Theaters in
Murray.
''I go down and screen some of
them myself, and I just look for
what I think will be good in
Murray," Hopkins said. "Some
of them are pretty good succesaes already, and you know
they'll do well here."
For a multi-screen theater
however, movies are not geared
toward the community, said
B.J . Smith, a film booker for
Cinemark Theaters, of Dallas,
which operates the Kentucky
Oaks Theaters in Paducah.
"Obviously we try to show
everything we can in
Paducah," Smith said. ''Just
because it's Paducah, Ky.,
doesn't mean that it's less
sophisticated than any other
area."

Faculty recftal
As a part of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication's annual Dean's
Series, a faculty showcase recital will
be Sept. 24 at 8 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall located in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
This recital, which is also a part of the
Department of Music Scholarship Series, is one of two annual fall recitals
featuring faculty artists performing solo
and chamber music.
The next faculty recital has been
scheduled for the 24th at 8 p.m. It will
also be held in the Farrell Recital HaJJ.
For more Information cal 762-4516.

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN
Movies are a good way to relax after a hard day of hitting the books. During a movie, you can live
the life of another person. You can laugh at someone else's mlatakes, cry for someone else's
tragedies or create a fantasy of your own.

The most popular type of
movie in this area is the comedy, agreed both Hopkins and
Jones.
" It is by far the comedy
because it just h as a wider appeal," Hopkins said. " Everyone
likes a comedy, but there's only
'x' amount that like horror
pictures."
Some pictures fare bett er in a
drive-in set ting than th ey
might inside, Jones said.
"Some pictures, like action
movies, actually do better at
the drive-in,'' h e said. " And of
course we can get more people
in at the drive-in."
Just lik e mo vie- g oers

themselves, theaters must pay
for the films they show.
"Sometimes we have to pay
up front, but we do pay a
percent age all of the t ime,"
Hopkins said. "They get 70 percent the first week , then on
down to 60 percent, 50 percent,
and 40 percent for each consecutive week. We've had occasions where we've made more
money in the flfth week than
we did early on."
Bookers for multi-screen
theaters go through a similiar
process, Smith said.
"We lease the right to show
the films and then pay a percen-

tage of the box office receipts,"
be said. "For the most part we
know what we're showing months in advance."
Concessions also play a major
role in any theater, Hopkins
said.
"The bottom line in any
theater, whether it be in Murray or New York City, is that
concessions is where you make
your money," he said. "Some
people will bring in their own
concessions, and we don't mind
that. We just don't allow things
like pizzas and hamburgers
because some people find it of·
fensive to smell another person's onions."

~-A_S_U_C_E_O_F_I.ll'E
_ ___,
Tall ys, shod
Whether ifs trying to find the perfect pair of
jeans or reaching for that cookie jar on the top
shelf, short and tall people often find themselves at a disadvantage.
Some MurrayState University students have
found that either towering over others or constantly having to look up at people creates
unusual situations, such as finding a partner to
dance with, and putting up with wisecracks from
others.
Story on page 2b

Jefferson

1538

Graves

1403

Marshall

1061
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on campUS:

The AT&TCalling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you

have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And its the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial ditect.
•

J.

l

L•

..
Whats more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hours worth of AT&T long distance calling~ 0 Of course, when you use

your Calling Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. 0 And when you get your Calling '

Card, you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time

..
<

and money. 0 So, as you see, theres only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in todays college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today, call1 800 654-0471, Ext. 4811.

I
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Students
:measure up
:

Radio features
MSU students

.

By AMY GREWE

__
"_W_h_e_n_l,-m-,-d-a_n____

: By TERESA MAYS
: Staff Writer

: Under the moonlight, a COU·
ple is walking and holding
hands. They stop under a tree.
He bends over to kiss her, and
she stretches to meet his lips.
After a second of being locked
in a passionate embrace, they
:are uncomfortable because he is
:too tall, and she is too short.
Whether it's bending their
;heads to avoid hitting the ceil:ing or trying to get a glass off
Jthe top cabinet shelf, short and
ttall people find themselves at a
disadvantage.
( Paul Meeks, a junior printing
management major from
Louisville, is 5 feet 6 inches
tall.
"Everybody is taller than
me," Meeks said. "Most males
are taller than me."
According to Meeks, being
short does not affect him unless
he is in a situation where people consider him short.
11
When I'm playing sports, it
doesn't bother me; but when
I'm in a crowd, it feels as if I'm
ignored,.. he said.
_
Sometimes, Meeks said, people refer to him as "shortie,"
which does not hurt his feelings. "I don't find it offensive,"
he said.
t Meeks said he has been short
all of his life, and he did not
1
have to change any part of his
life to adapt to it.
r "In high school, most kids
were cool because I was short
and they didn't mess with me,"
he said.
Christy Elliott, a senior
Spanish and nursing major
from Owensboro, is 5 feet and 2
inches tall.
Elliott said she does not think
about her height unless she is
·reminded of it.
"I am usually reminded about
it constantly because I see
:everybody around me," she
f&id. ":when I'm with my
Jfriends, people refer to me as
tthe 'short one,' like I'm the only
!one in the group who is short."
; Elliott said she is also
ireminded of being short when
ishe is trying to get something
tout of a cabinet and has to get a
chair to reach it.
1
••

Staff Writer

cing with guys,
I'm level with
their belly
button."
Christy Elliott
Senior

i

.

She becomes conscious of her
height when she is dancing
with someone taller than she.
"When I'm dancing with
guys, I'm level with their belly
button. They have to lean
over," she said.
Elliott said she may be short,
but she's powerful.
"I never thought that being
short was a hindrance," she
said. "You have to be more aggressive and quicker."
Elliott said she is teased
about her height. She is often
called the "short one with the
big hair," but she said it does
not bother her.
"They don't mean it in a bad
way. Most of the people who
call me short do it out of love,"
she said.
Elliott said she is teased by
basketball and football players.
"They usually tease me
because they are so big and
tall," she said.
Another disadvantage to being short is finding clothes to
wear.
Elliott said because she is
short, most of her clothes have
to be taken up because they are
too long. "When I don't have to
get them taken up, it's great."
Meeks said he does not have a
hard time finding clothes to
wear.
But short people are not the
only ones who have a hard time
fmding clothes to wear.
Jamey Jennings, a freshman
theater major from Paducah, is ·or the ceiling," he said.
6 feet 3 inches tall and has a
He said it is also strange kisshard time getting into clothes.
ing a shorter person.
"I'm big anyway, all around,"
"When you have a person
Jennings said.
who is a foot shorter than you,
He said one of the problems you have to bend, and they
he faces is looking for a car.
have to stretch," he said. "It
"You can't buy a smaller car doesn't make for the most
because your head hits the top romantic setting."

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
Although being tall has its ·
disadvantages, it also has its
advantages. Jenni,gs said, one
advantage is being able to
reach things higher up.
"It also helps me with my
theater major because it gives
me a bigger presence on stage,"
Jennings said.

The Sisters of
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Spend a Year in Japan I

Sigma Sigma Sigma

The Japan Exchange and Teac~ing Program

Welcome our new pledges
the Beta TaU Pledge Class

Chezley Banister
Katherine Bowen
Beth Damron
Snooky Davis
Anne Dodge
Melaney Dolack

The JBT Propm-- JOU•

Brandi Lanpher
Marci Lech
Pam Lovett
Tammy Luigs
Sherry Martin
Miridi Massa
Diana McGregor

Kelli Eastwood
Amy EdWuds
Melissa Galyen
Amy Bines
Suaitn Hart

ct.sr-
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Heather Role
Laura Jane Sriiall
Trent
Suzy

Conate.te o.n-.1 of Jepltn
JET Proglwi&
8ulte 2050
Hew Ort.na, LA 70113 ..

a. Loyo.. Avent.~e,

(504) 529-2101

·Just listen tor the music•
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I
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CROISSANTS

NMd somewhere to
worship Sunday? Come
wtth me to Westside laptfst
Church and check out our
colegeiUdent'a class. 300
South Johnny Robertson
Road.

FROM $0.65 TO $1.55
And It only takes a mlnutel
Great Dell Sandwiches
More than 100 combinations. each made wtth 1/4lb.
meat. crisp lettuce and tomatoes. served wtth chips
and pickle spears.

And check out ow famous 1/3 lb. homemade burg.,.
made fresh each day wtth lOOCX. ground

BEEF Ill

...._.Ia

Applkanla muM be U.S. c:Jtia1w; hold at leaat a btleWor'e
« NCIIIft OM by Auplt 1992; tpeakad
wrt• Bnaltah w.ll; be able to fldapt kl JMns and woddns amdltioiW cUfMwat ftvm U...at ~ad be
M yean of ap or u.n&t.r <• of Aup8t 1992).

Chardale Romsos

Open
7a.m.

ln.....,....

The Jape lbcd\anp and T..chJnt Propm II an
ecd\anp opportwdty throup which colllp
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Amy Nesbitt
Lori Riley.

Shannon Hines
Angie Holland
Stephanie Hosick
Elaine Young

Murray State University
students interested in the
communications field now
have the opportunity to
sharpen their broadcasting
skills on a new radio show on
WSJP called Club 1130.
The idea behind the show,
which began Aug. 26, is to
have a program specifically
designed for the youth in the
area. said June Whitworth,
chief executive officer at
WSJP.
Because of a contract with
Cardinal baseball, the Club
1130 schedule is oft' and on,
Whitworth said. Once
baseball season ends it will
be on the air six days a week
from 8 p.m. to midnight as
well as Friday nights after
high school football games.
She said anyone who feels
like they have something to
offer the program is welcome
to come and try out for a
spot.
"Predominantly we have a
larger group of people than
we have days, but we're looking to stabilize the anchors
for the show, so it truly does
become their show on that
night from here on out,"
Whitworth said.
"Obviously we're looking
for broadcast-quality people,
and the communications
students do get a head start
because they have to literally run their boards. They
have to have an FCC license,
which we will get them if
they don't already have an
operator's license once they
are trained.
"It's a career-generating
program as well because
they get training and they
are paid for the show," Whitworth said. "The producers
are paid as producers and
deejays. It is a revenueproducing show."
So far, there are about
eight stUdents working on
the program, she said.
"We have a student producer, Liz Riggs, who is a
real talented lady. Sam
Young is our creative director," Whitworth said.

"Memorial Baptist Church
will take the program Sunday. I don't know who their
students are yet. They have
17 students working on their
program.
"We're trying to keep
them consistent, so they will
create their own following,
because each night is a dif.
ferent format. It's whatever
that student believes is good
music, and they choose their
topics and plan their guests
and even produce, direct and
present their shows," Whi~
worth said.
"On Monday nights are
Kim Futrell and Young. Eric
Nift'enegger is on Tuesday
nights. On Wednesday,
which is our sports night,
we'll be talking to the foo~
ball team during the season,
and the key there is that we
want to get to know. the
players on a personal basis
rather than what type of
athlete they are," Whitworth said. "Tracy Ross and
Kendra Johnson will handle
t hose shows. Thursday
nights are Riggs' nights and
Friday is Michelle Jones."
One of the goals of Club
1130 is to try to promote par·
ticipation at football games.
"We want the students to
come out," Whitworth said.
"Our target audience is from
16 to 24 years old. We're encouraging high school and
college students to come and
join the football mixers. And
if it's an evening game, we'll
do a 5:30 party mixer outside
the student entrance, and
we'll gather, and people will
get to know each other."
Whitworth feels that the
variety of topics covered
each night will make the
show special.
"It's never the same, and I
think that's what is going to
be fun for the students,"
Whitworth aaid. "Every
night is different, and every
night is based on the personality of the deejays and
their taste in music. We
have a lot of call-ins telling
us what they want to hear. It
ought to be a very positive
show."

A place to meet great people and eat great food I I I

Murray ~irst ilnitec£
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.WelcoDles You Back
to Murray!
Sunday Sept. 8:
- Brunch at 9:45 a.m.
-Worship at 10:50 a.m.
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Summer mi
naties
use free time to serve

. , MICI. I CARLTON
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Job-seekers need to start
early to find employment

Sigma Chi wins award
Tbe Ep.ilon Tau • • tl Slpla Chi won the Petenon
Sipiftcant Chapter A__. at tfi8 ~·· Leadanhfp
'1'rainiq Worbhop Aua. -.uat Olr'Waoma au. UDiftl'aitJ

ill Stillwater, Okla.
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SAA picnic
The Student Alumni Allociatioll willllpODIOI' • pic:Dic at 6
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Inventor's heir plans museum
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

do depend upon City Hall moving and selling, and no one has
Murray has a claim to fame . announced such plans yet.
that few people know about,
If he does get the land to
and Keith Stubblefield would build, Stubblefield said he
wants to renovate the square
like to change that.
Stubblefield, a country and and have the stores around the
western entertainer from Los square cater to the tourists and
Angeles, is · the grandson of entertainers that he hopes will
Murray's Nathan B. Stub- be coming to Murray.
blefield, who many believe is
But Stubblefield said he does
the true inventor of radio. His not want to change the look of
grandson wants the world to downtown Murray.
know that, and he wants to
"We are trying to keep it the
make Murray his stage from way it looks now," he said. "We
would use the city center as the
which to tell it.
Stubblefield wants to change set."
the face of downtown Murray to.
Creating programs to use the
house a $32 million, eight-story city and the community as the
building that will have a hotel, background is also part of Stubmuseum and entertainment blefield's plan. From Murray,
studios, all named in honor of Stubblefield said he wants to
his grandfather.
have a super-satellite station
"We want to build something broadcasting syndicated prothere that will direct people's grams around the world. Such
attention to Murray," he said.
programs would include those
The entertainment center from educational series on the
would be located on the south history of communications to
FILE PHOTO side of Murray's court square variety shows similar to "HeeNathan Stubblefield, who Is believed to be the Inventor of radio, where City Hall is located, and Haw." He said he would draw
sent a wlreleM voice transmlsalon to Raney T. Wells, Murray it would cover more than his talent from the pool Of stars
15,000 square feet. The plans already living in the South and
State's second president, in 1892.
Assistant News Editor

the immediate area, especially
Nashville.
Stubblefield also said he
wants to use the resources of
Murray State University to
develop his ideaa and station.
"Murray is ready to broadcast
to the world - it is the bir·
thplace of radio," he said.
The focus of his center,
though, would be the communications museum.
"We want the museum to
have all the communication
ideas," Stubblefield said.
"Everything baa to be there in
Murray."
Stubblefield currently holds
many of his grandfather's
belongings and has been in
touch with a communication's
museum in' Dallas to move
almost 60 percent of ita artifacts that are in storage, he
said.
Though no proposals have
been sent to the city yet, said
Mayor Bill Cherry in a
telephone interview, Stubblefield has already taken steps
to make his dream a reality.

In May, Stubblefield purchased local radio station WNBS
and TV-46 in an effort to ' acquire land and a media center
in Murray. Though reportedly
no money has changed hands,
the Federal Communications
Commission approved the sale
during the second week of
August.
These have been the only
steps taken, however, and.
everyone is waiting to see what
Stubblefield will do next.
"There has been some pro~
and cons to it," Cherry said. "I
would not write it off."
But a big factor to building
the center is coming up with
the $32 million, and Cherry
said that will not come from the
city.
''There will be no public funds
used for the project," he said.
That statement contradicts
the hopes of Stubblefield.
"After seeing what will be
done, I'm sure the city, county
and state will want to invest in
the project,'' he said.

\

Skateboard mania causes concerns
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

In recent years tliere has been
an increased interest in
skateboarding. But you will not
find the generic skateboard of
the '50s on the sidewalks
anymore. Today's skaters only
ride the most professional
boards to be found.
Donna Mathis, a saleswoman
at Rasche Cycle Co. in
Paducah, said young people
who IU'e really into skating will
spend between $130 and $190
on an outfitted professional
board. ''This includes wheels
and everything that makes a
board rideable," she said.
Safety gear is also a must, she
said. This includes knee and
elbow pads and a helmet. "Our
skaters are safe skaters,"

Mathis said. "We have signs
posted here where to skate and
where not to skate."
Joe Green, associate director
of public safety, said the increased interest has brought
along with it an increase in pro·
perty damage to Murray State
University, most of which has
been caused by young people
coming to campus after school
to ride skateboards.
The bulk of the damage,
Green said, has been to railings
and concrete walls at the new
Industry and Technology
Building, at Blackburn Science
Building, and at the Business
Building.
"The kids just don't feel like
they are doing any damage
when they jump with their
sk:ateboardS. They liRe tlie

SENS

ramps for handicap access and
are very destructive to them,
too," he said.
Police M~or George King of
the Murray City Police said
there are no written laws on the
books prohibiting skateboarding on public property.
"Occasionally we will have
shopping centers call and complain about skaters," he said,
"but all we can do is tell them
to get back on the sidewalks
and off the streets."
"For the most part, they all
seem to be gathering and going
out to MSU," he said.
Green said any skateboarders
found doing damage to University property will have their
board confiscated and have
their parents called to retrieve
it. .,

"We have found that it has
been very succ:essful that way.
{f we know of a particular per·
son causing damage, we'll send
the bill to their parents," he
said.
Green said there are no writ·
ten policies keeping
skateboarders off campus and
sees no need for one in the near
future.
"The university is not out of
control. As long as people
respect others on the sidewalks,
we don't have a problem.
However, we do try to
discourage skateboarding to
some degree, but we also keep
them informed that we will confiscate their boards if we rmd
they are damaging property,"
lie said.

Photo by SHAWN LOCKMAN
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·$~~"Ankle Boot"

10% Off
Men's sizes 71/2 • 12,13
Women's sizes 51/2 • 10
Good Thru 8·20-91

FRESHMAN SENATOR
ELECTIONS
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Chestnut Hilla Shopping Center
Murray, KY
VISA, Mastercard, Discover
753 ·6242

Kentucky Oaks Mall
Paducah, KY
443 -1331

.9L{p/ia Sigma .9L{pfia

The Sisters of
would like to congratulate the
1991 Beta 1au Fall

will be held Sept. 26.

Applications may be picked
up in the S.G.A. Office.

Rleage Class
Denise Anaerson
Laurie Austin
Beth Blumenstock
Melissa Bolser
Kara Beth Boyer
Shannon Brumbaugh
Anna Chestnut
Traci Childers
Ginny Coleman
Amanda Cooper
Kimberty Dunlap
Alison Durham
Tracey Gargus
Melissa Hall
Denise Helderle
Nancy Herbek

Charlene Husk
tesley James
Libby Johnson
Melissa McCallon
Shenette McCandless
Jennifer McConnell
Tyra McGuire
Emily McKaskle
Christy Moore
Ashley Oliver
Paula Pogue
Michelle Prowell •
Amy Ramage
Jenny Turner
Molly Wallace
SteRhanie Yarbrough
.

We 5tre So Proud Of You!

Deadline for applying is
Sept. 18.

For more infot·tnation
contact the Student

Government Office at
'

6951, 8 a.m - 4 p.m,
Monday - Friday .
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Umar helps set up program
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Telephones allow people to
reach out and touch one other.
For Dr. Farouk Umar, professor
of political science at Murray
State University, a "touch"
sent him to Mrica.
The phone call was made by
the U.S. Information Agency, a
part of the State Department,
in Washington, D.C. The agency wanted Umar to serve as an
academic specialist at an
African university Aug. 6-24.
The agency coordinates educational services with countries
and universities around the
world that need some sort of
aid.
The U.S. Information Service,
the branch office in B~umbura,
needed assistance in creating a
new institution of international
relations at the University of
Burundi. When the request was
made, the U.S. Information
Agency tried to locate someone
who would be able to do what
the branch office requested.
"I have a colleague of mine
who is with the agency and he
mentioned my name to them,"
Umar said. "He knew what my
credentials were - that I had a
Ph.D. in political science with
an emphasis on international
relations. Based on that, the
agency called me and asked if I
was interested, and I said yes."
When he arrived in Burundi,

U mar met with university officials. "I looked at what they
had come up with and we talk·
ed quite a bit. We selected
courses that are supposed to be
core courses that everybody
must take, and, of course, I had
to get adjusted to their
academic year," Umar said.
~t the University of Burundi,
students take classes for one
year instead of semesters.
"They start schoo 1 in
September, ·a nd for the whole
year they take eight courses until June. Then they take a final
exam on everything they have
learned," Umar said. "Here,
you might take four classes •
each semester for a total of
eight courses."
The inBtitute will offer a twoyear program for about 20
students who have completed Bun1ndl, a amall land-locked nation In Africa, has at least one
their four-year undergraduate claim In the record books. The nation's capitol BuJumbura Is
studies in relevant depart- home to Lake Tangenyka, the MCOnd deepest lake In the world.
ments and passed a competitive
examination. Graduates will for careers with the foreign being able to sit with collegues
earn a diploma equivalent to a ministry, international and educated people with
master's degree.
org'!nizations or similar fields. Ph.D.'s from institutions in
Located in the College of Arts
"We were able to work out other parts of the world, exand Sciences, the institute will the electives, core courses, wh~t change ideas with them and
replace a similar one in the would be done in order to imple- feel that you are contributing
government of Burundi known ment the program, what kind of something," Umar said.
as the Externa l Affairs entrance exam would be given,
"I told them when I left that I
Ministry Institute, which has what grade would be scored on felt I was leaving a baby who
already closed. It will em- the exam for entrance and had just been born, and I was
phasize the study of interna- whether there should be a very much interested in seeing
tional law, economics, history thesis at the end," he said.
the baby become an adult,''
of diplomacy and languages.
"I think the moat rewarding Umar said. "And they said it
The students will be prepared part, personally speaking, was shall."

MSU clubs offer chance
for new friends, activities
For some people, college is a
blur of parties, dances, club
meetings and school. They have
friends and are rarely bored.
For many others, studying is
the single aspect of college 1ife.
They often do not know as
many people.
Joining a club could be the
answer for those who want to
meet more people and make
new friends.
"Anyone who wants to join a
club can contact me, and I will
give them the phone number of
the president or adviser," said
Mike Young, coordinator of
clubs and organizations.
Young said a book listing all
the Murray State University

organizations and the people to
contact about joining specfilc
organizations will be released
at the beginning of October .
"The book helps explain what
each club is and what it does,"
he said.
Before the book comes out,
Young said, all organizations
must register before the Sept.
15 deadline.
"We need the signature of the
officers and advisers (of each
club). It takes time," he said.
Another way to make college
life more interesting is to attend some of the events sponsored by the University Center
Board, which is the programm·
ing board for the Student

The

Mane
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Government Asaociation.
There are over 130 clubs and
organizations list ed in a
booklet prepared by the Student Activit ies Office.
Of those organizations, the
largest grouping is of open
organizations. These groups include everything from religious
organizations sponsored by
local churches, to specialized
clubs for activities such as
chess or cycling
Other organizational groupings include recognition
.societi es, naion al hon or
societies , u n i versity and
departmental clubs, and stu·
dent affiliates of state, national
or international organizations.

Event

Although Burundi Is a comparatively small country, with ·an
estimated population of approximately 240,000, It does have
some claims to fame. This stone bears an Inscription carved by'
the explorers Livingston and Stanley and the date 1871 .

•

Buj umbura, the capitol of Burundi, Is located In mountainous!
terrain. Some students at the University of Burundi walk three '
hours to attend class.
·l

Study Buddies operating
under new name of CAPS
Students returning to the residence halls
this semester may not immediatly recognize
what has become an annual program on
campus.
The study program, formerly known as
Study Buddies, has undergone a name
change, said Linda Stocum, a coordinator at
the housing office.
"We decided to change it to CAPS, the Class
Assistance Program," she said. "We got the
name from the fact that students are striving
for their graduation caps.''
Despite the name change, the program,
which has already begun, will be structured
much the same as it has been in the past, she
said.
"This program is not just for students with a
problem; it is designed for everyone," Stocum

,
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Square

a

said. "The program is in an of the halls, but
it's concentrated in mainly the freshmen
ones."
A representative from each hall will help
pair up people in the same classes to compare
notes, study for exams, go over lectures and to
just basically help each other out with a class
that might otherwise prove difficult, she said.
Housing's involvement with the program
does not end after the students have been
'
paired up.
The program will will remain involved with
the students throughout the semester by setting up structured study hours in order to provide a quiet place and time to hit the books.
Students will be able to sign up for the program during the first few weeks of the
semester in their residence halls.

1btnt CheMe, ....,._ Q,..,. Pepp...., Anohovlee, Onlo na, Peppe roni, Ground lleef,
...ok OIIYM, ......._ lluehr'OOIM, Green Ollv• , .lalt~Peno ........,. & Extra Cruat

a.m. - 5 p.m.

305 N. llth St.

Bread ·Sticka 1.10
Drlnk8 12 oz. an ...,. CoD •· Sprite • Diet Coke
Extraa .30• (Pepperonclnl • Garlic Butter)
...... lldldeSIIIa Ta

The Order of Omega,
Greek Leadership Honor Society,
Is nqw accepting appUcations for
membership for the Fall of 1991.
The following criteria must be met
prior to the consideration of an
application:

SERVING MURRAY
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-6666

FREE
Delivery
During Business
r-------------,
Hours
·-,..;:;-4:-------_-.J
One 14..
~::.
$1 ~.98
!
Pizza $5.99
11 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.
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•
I
1 Topping
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Mon. • Thurs.
11 a.m. • 1:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.
Noon - 11:30 p.m.
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Sunday

Addllonll ToppingS 95¢ ea.
carry Out - Delivery • Oint In

AppUcatlou Jiltrilt4t.e
Prlday, INI,tm:nlH!i-!IJD.
If you have ulf~iiiiiliiiit:1

r

Not Vllld \Wh Nri Other Coupon.
Open for l.ln:h

L--------------

Additional Toppings 95¢ ea.

:

Carry Out • Delivery· Oint In

I

Explnta

:

10·7·91

I

Not Valid With Any Other Coupon. :
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
·september entertainment set
September brings a variety of
entertainment for Murray
State University faculty, staff
and students.
The department of art will
present "Tigers and Eagles of
Dr. Wu." On display until Sept.
12 in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, this exhibit will
feature watercolors of tigers,
eagles and calligraphy painted
on scrolls. Admission will be
free.
Also to be presented by the
art department is the Fourth
International Shoebox
Sculpture Exhibition, showing
Sept. 19 through Oct. 20· in
Eagle Gallery . Sixty
Sculptures, each small enough
to fit in a shoebox, will be on
Clisplay. Admission to this
event will also be free.
The Clara M. Gallery is open
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday

through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. Sunday.
The department of music has
set a faculty showcase recital at
8 p.m. Sept. 10 in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
The event is one of two an·
nual fall - recitals featuring
faculty artists performing solo
and chamber music. Admission
is by donation of $5 for adults
and $2 for students. Proceeds
will go to the music scholarship
fund . The second faculty
showcase recital will be Sept.
24.
Many exhibits are now on
display at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
As part of a permanent ex·
hibit, visitors can see a collection of guns and antique clocks
as well as an antique shop. Also

Admission is free and the
public is invited. All films
begin at 7:30 p.m.
A series of writing workshops
will be held Sept. 14, 21 and
Oct. 5 from 10 a.m. to noon to
enable dramatists to improve
their skills and share their
work.
Sponsored by Murray's West
Kentucky Playwrights, the
workshops are scheduled in
Paducah and Murray via a
high.tech interactive television
system.
Participants may sign up to
attend sessions at Paducah
Community College or Murray
State. The two locations will be
hooked together electronically
so the groups at both locations
can benefit from discussions,
demonstrations, group writing
Cinema Paradiso. The Thin exercises and critiques conBlue Line, a 1988 U.S. film, will ducted by Constance Alexander
be shown Sept. 26-27.
and Becky Reynolds

on display is Nathan B. Stub'blefield memorabilia.
At the end of the month, the
museum will have uniforms of
the armed services on display
in honor of the MSU Homecoming celebration.
The museum is open 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p .m . Monday through
Friday and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m .
Saturday.
Four movies will be shown
this month as part of the
Cinema Interational series in
the Curris Center Theater.
Tonight, Au Revoir Les Enfants will be shown, It is is 1987
release from France. The provocative and controversial
Spanish film, Tie Me Up, Tie
Me Down, will be shown Thursday and Friday, Sept.. 12-13. On
Sept. 19-20, students can see

AMY
HELM
Alta&

Ent8ftaJntn«1t
Editor

Murders
revisited
in book ·
On Aug. 4, 1892, a double
murder took place in Fall
River, Mass. Banker Andrew
Borden and his second wife, Abby, were murdered in their
home and the murderer was not
apprehended. However, Andrew's daughter, Lizzie, was
charged and tried for both
murders, but was never convicted. For 99 years, no one has
known who really murdered
the Bordens- until now.
In Lizzie Borckn-the Legend,

By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Jerry Speight, associate professor of art, was named in·
terim chairman of the depart·
ment of art on July 1. He
replaced Melody M. Weiler,
who left Murray State Univer·
sity after 16 years of service to
become chairman of the art
department at Texas Tech
University in Lubbock.
Weiler joined the Murray
State faculty in 1979 to teach
printmaking and for the last six
years served as art department
chairman. At Texas Tech,
Weiler will head a department
of more than 30 faculty
members and 500 students. She
will become the first woman to
head a major liberal arts
department at the university.
"It is an honor to see someone
come from MSU and acquire a
job like that," Speight said. "It
is a POSitive reflection on MSU,
the art department and the College of Fine Arts and
Communication.
"It is really a step up for her.
It's a good thing for her and for
MSU. We'll have a Texas connection, and we can exchange
ideas. I'm really proud for her:·
Speight said.
Speight will serve as interim
chairman until June 1992.
"The search will begin in the
fall by a committee. In the spring, interviews will be held. It
will be a national search,"
Speight said.
As interim chairman,
Speight's duties include administrative jobs, freshman
orientation and a design class.
He also1worka with the student
art organization.

the Truth, the Final Chapter
(Rutledge Hill Press, $18.95)
author Arnold R . Brown
presents surprising evidence
that clears Lizzie and puts the
blame on someone else. A Fall
iRiver native himself, Brown
gathered new and previously
unpublished facts about the
:Borden murders to prove his
~laim that someone other than
;Lizzie killed them.
Through the years, various
$>urces have accused Lizzie;
:while others have pointed
fingers at her sister Emma, an
;uncle, a doctor, a maid and a
nameless man. Yet first and
foremost in the minds of Fall
River natives was Lizzie.
: Brown ' s work is sup plemented by rare photos taken
of the murder victims. His ex·
ftreme thoroughness in the 382
page book proved his theory
time and time again that Lizzie
Borden was not the culprit,
merely a victim. Even obscure
details are brought into the
light such as the various lies
told by Lizzie during her trial.
.W hat is most astonishing is the
link between the murders and
the subsequent cover-up of the
bty officials' involvement.
~ Lizzie Borden is a fascinating
book, full of maps and drawings
that help the reader picture
each moment leading up to and
after the murders. Every detail
has been carefully checked and
rechecked. As Brown wrote, " I
spent two full years researching and checking the facts
and records surrounding the
legend of Lizzie Borden."
f The grand finale comes with
j Brown's last words about Lizzie. ''Lizbeth, I stand. I salute
you. I raise my cup and drink a
toast in your honor and to your
memory."The only other crime
of which you may be successful·
· ly accused is that of being years
ahead of your time."
Lizzie Borden took an axe
And gave her mother forty
wacks.
When she saw what she had
. done,
She gave her father forty-one.
Now, after 99 years, Lizzie
Borden wants to bury the ·
Jhatchet.

Art chair
heads to
Texas

Photo by JOHN BERNING

'Welcome the Fierce Wind'
The eaglela only one example of the watercolors painted on scrolls by Dr. Jlcal Wu, prealdent of Yunan Unlveralty In China. Thla exhibit, In the traditional Chinese style, Is on display
at Clara M. Eagle Gallery until Sept. 12.

"Most of my duties are administrative in nature. I work
with the dean of the college and
the 15 faculty members. I spend
a lot of time with the students
and their parents," Speight
said.
He said that his biggest job is
picking up where Weiler left
off. "I have to carry on so we
can have a smooth 1991-92
academic year," Speight said.
"That is my goal as interim
chairman."

New band director Joins staff
Townsend said the band will
do some traveling this year,
starting with a trip to the Mid·
dle Tennessee State University
foot ball game.

By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Murray State Racer Band
fans will be in for a treat this
year when the band takes the
field under the leadership of its
new director, Dr. Bradley
Townsend.
Townsend, who is originally
from Somerset, Pa., came to
MSU from Penn State, where
he earned his doctorate in
music education. He also worked on the staff of the Penn State
Blue Band for three years.
Townsend said he was looking for a chance to direct a marching band and teach some
music education, and MSU was
offering that position. He said
he likes Murray.
"Everyone has been really
nice, and really suppOrtive,"
Townsend said. "I've been impressed by the support that the
Racer Band gets from the
athletics department all the
way through administration
and the community."
Townsend has set some short·
and long-range goals for the
band.

CHRIS THJMPSONS

" On Oct. 19, after the
Morehead State University
game, we will be traveling to
Hopkinsville for a band exposition," he said.
BRADLEY TOWNSEND

He said the band's format is
being altered so that new music
may be added.
"Rather than work on one
half-time show for the whole
year, we are going to change
tunes throughout the year,"
Townsend said.
He said he believes that
change, in addition to more
pageantry during the game,
will make the football games
more exciting.
"We're trying to get music
that appeals to everyone in the
stands," he said.
The band is working on some
selections of jazz, classical and
broadway music.

In addition, MSU will be
hosting the Festival of Champions on Oct. 5.
Townsend said he would like
to see the band program grow
bigger and stronger.

it's a matter of managing their
time," he said.
Other than scheduled practice times, Townsend said, band
members need only to practice
as much as they need to in
order to keep up.
"They need to do what it
takes to get the music memorized," he said.
In addition to directing the
band, Townsend teaches secon·
dary instrumental methods.

"I try to expose the students
to everything they need to go
out and be successful band
directors," he said. "I taught
for three years in the public
school system in Pennsylvania,
and that experience was not so
terribly long ago for me, so all
those things that I know I needed are pretty fresh."

"If we put out a quality product, get organized and put on
some good performances, people
will start wanting to be a part
of that," he said.
Townsend said he encourages
the band members to get
organized so that they are able
to successfully combine classes
and band.
"Band practice is an hour and
a half a day, which should be
manageable for everyone, but

Although Townsend would
not reveal what the band is
planning for Homecoming, he
said it would be related to the
theme, which is Star-Spangled
Homecoming.

WORLD GONE tvlAD

i
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HAT·s HOT
THIS WEEK

VIDEOS
Top aalea thla week:
1. "The
Terminator"
(Hemdale)
2. "Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles II: The Secret of Ooze"
(RCA-Columbia)
3. "Robin Hood" (Disney)
4. "The Jungle Book"
(Disney)
5. wrM Brave LittleToaster"
(Disney)
Top video rentala thla week:
1. "Sleeping With the Enemy" (Fox)
2. "Awakening•" (RCA- Columbia)
3. "New Jack City" (Warner)
4. "Misery•• (Nelson)
5. "Goodfellaa" (Warner)

MUSIC
Top Singles:
1. "I Do It For You" Bryan
Adams
(A&M)
2. "The Promlte of a New
Day" Paula Abdul (Captive)
3. "Motownphllly" Boyz II
Men (Motown)
.
4. "ThlngalbatMakeYouGo
Hmmm" C&C Music Factory
featuring F. Williams (Columbia)
5. "3A.M. Eternal" The KLF
(Arista)
6. "ladoreMIAmor"TheKLF
(Arista)
7. "Crazy" Seal (Sire)
8. "Wind of Change" Scorpions (Mercury)
9. "Time, Love and Tenderneu" Michael Bolton (Columbia)
10. "I Can't Walt Another Minute" HI-Five (Jive)
TopLPa:
1. "Metal lea" Metallica (Electra)
•
2. "Unforgettable" Natalie
Cole (Electra)
3. "C.M.B." Color ME Badd
(Giant)
· 4. "For Unlawful Carnal
Knowledge " Van Halen
(Warner Bros.)
5. "Luck of the Draw" Bonnie Raitt (capitol)
6. "Coolayh lgh harmony"
Boyz II Men (Motown)
7. "Gonna Make You Sweat"
C&C Music Factory (Columbia)
8. '11me, Love and Tender·
neaa" Michael bolton (Columbia)
9. "Spellbound" Paula Abdul
(Captive)
10. "Out of Time" R.E.M.

Top country singles:
1. "Brand New Man" Brooks
& Dunn (Arlsta)
2. "Down to My Last T•rdrop" Tanya Tucker (Capitol)
3. "Small Town Saturday
Night" Hal Ketchum (Curb)
4. "Down at the Twist and
Shout" Mary Chapin Carpel)ter
(Columbia)
5. "Your Love Is a Miracle" .
Malt( Chesnutt (MCA)
6. "Rodeo" Garth Brooks
(Capitol)
7. Since I Don't Have You"
Ronnie Milsap (RCA)
8. "You Know Me Better
ThanThat" George Strait (MCA)
9. "Shadow of a Doubf' Earl
Thomas Conley (RCA)
10. "Leap of Faith" Uonel
Cartwright (MCA)
•'

.

Top R&B slnglea:
1. "Addictive Love" Bebe &
CeCe Winans (Capitol)
2. "let the Beat Hit 'Em" Usa
Usa &Cult Jam (Columbia)-Gold (Morethan500,000slngles·
sold.)
3. "Special" Vesta (A&M)
4. "Don't Wanna Change the
World': Pflyllis Hyrnan .(Philadelphia lnternationa"
5. "So Much Love" B Angie B
(Bust It)

•
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UCB movie schedule
to include recent hits
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Writer

For students, or just about
anyone wanting to forget their
troubles, the Curris Center
Theater has just the ticket.
Each Wednesday, the University Center Board shows such
recent releases as Silen~ of the
Lambs and Sleeping With the
Enemy at the theater. Admission for the 3:30 p.m. matinee is
$1. For the 7 p.m. and 9:30p.m.
shows, admission is $1.50 with
a Murray State University ID
and $2.50 without.
Thursdays, and now Fridays,
are additional times for
students to see films. Cinema
International shows films at
7:30 p.m. each night from such
countries as Italy (Cinema
Paradiso), Germany (Nosferatu
the Vampire) and Japan Ukiru).
Admission for both showings is
free.
Chris Pendley, t he UCB flim
and video chairman, said he expects this to be a good semester
for the theater and expects a
few breakout hits.
"I think Silence of the Lambs
will be big,'' Pendley said. "I
also hope Hamlet does well."
Another film Pendley hopes
will be a campus hit is The

....

Doors. Danny Sugarman, the
Doors' former manager, will
lecture in the Currie Center
Ballroom on Oct. 3, one night
after the theater shows the
Oliver Stone film about the
group.
Most of the films being shown
are either out on videocassette
or will be when they play on
campus. Pendley said he does
not expect that to hurt business
much.
"I look at it this way,"
Pendley said. "If somebody
wants to pay all that money
and rent a videocassette
recorder and those movies, fine.
I think we offer good movies at
good prices, plus they're on a
big screen."
One of the Cinema International films this semester is
Spain's Tie Me Up! Tie Me
Down!, which originally received the now-defunct X rating
and is now rated NC-17.
Pendley said he does not expect
much trouble in keeping
younger audiences out.

The fall film schedule for
Cinema International also includes Cinema Paradiso, Sept.
19-20. The rtlm attempts to
relate memories of youth 's
friendship with a projectionist
while growing up in a provincial Sicilian village.
In The Thin Blue Line, Sept.
26-27, evidence uncovered on
film by documentary maker Errol Morris attempts to lead the
audience into a study of crime,
punis h ment, tr u th a n d
duplicity.
Akira Kurosawa, director of
the film Ikiru, relates t he story
of a man who discovers he is dying of cancer. The film, which is
set in 1950s Japan, is scheduled
to be shown Oct. 3-4.
Charles Laugh ton and
Marlene Dietrich star in
Witness for the Prosecution, based on an Agatha Christie play
about a London murder trial.
This Amer ican film will run
Oct. 17-18.
Cinema International wraps
up its fall semester season with
a showing of Nos{eratu the
"Most of the people who go to Vampire Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. In
Cinema International are col- this horror film, Count Dracula
lege students and people who and Klaus Kinsk.i meet up in a
like art films,'' Pendley said. Transylvanian castle.
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/ 1981 Top Summer
· · (as of 8/26/91 )
1. Terminator 2 (Tristar)
2. Robin Hood (Warner Bros.)
3 . City Slickers (Columbia)
4. Naked Gun 2 1/2 (Paramount)
5 . Backdraft (Universal)"
6. What About Bob? (Buena Vista)
7. 101 Dalmatians (Buena Vista)
8. Hot Shots (Fox)
9. Boyz •n The Hood (Columbia}
10. Rocketeer (Buena Vista)

oroaa to Dale

OJMned

$175,583,219
146,255,133
110,045,131
82,309,160
74,797,270
60,965,160
53 ,277,073
47,870,190
46,885 ,158
43,974,039

7/03/91
6/17/91
6/07/9 1
6/28/91
5/25/91
511 7/91
7/ 12/91
7/31 /91
7/1 2/91
6/21 /91

Average Ticket Price
1Ji.'.i:F1.,IM4 Admlaal!o»n• (In millions)

1B2
1.86
1.175
1.167
1.1&
1.651

1.617

KENTUCKY OAKS THEATRES

Children

Matinees

Adult

Children & Senior Citizens

$2.50

$3.00

$4.50

$3.25

I $2.78

I $2.M.
I $3.15
I $3.38
1$3.55
I $3.72
I $3.81
I $4.11
I$4A5
I $4.75

Local Theaters• Ticket Prices
MURRAY'S CHERI THEATRES

-

1"$2.68

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

MOVIES

..

Continued from Page 1B

Student on Thursdays

Adult

Matinees

$2.50

$5.00

$3.25

MAYFIELD TWIN CINEMA
Children
$2.25

Adult
$4.25
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Westerman said New Jack Ci"They are more updated and
ty is her favorite film.
enjoyable,'' he said.
"It's funny and educational
Chappell said if he had tlie
and showed people what city chance to make a film, it would
life is all about. I also liked the be based on reality, and he
actors.~>
would be in the filin.
Eean Chappell, a freshman
"It wouldn't be candy·
architecture major from Car- coated,'' he said.
bondale, ill., said he likes
He said his stars would be
adventure films.
James Earl Jones and Spike
"They are exciting and Lee because they are good
stimulating," he said
actors.
·
Chappell said he sometimes
Carla Miller, a senior English
watches old movies, but prefers major from Clinton, said she
the new ones.
prefers historical dramas, civil

war movies and civil rights·
movies. ~he said she likes old:
movies better than new ones. ·
"They have a lot more
substance. New movies are
about the same thing. Old
movies are about where it
began, so they are not the
same," she said.
Miller said she would like to
make a silent fllm.
"You would have to rely on
people's actions and facial expressions rather than having
them talk," she said.

(~

Welcon1e Back Students
and Faculty
..

Dare to compare.•.
Our chicken is bigger and
beUer than any of our
competitors!
Full line of groceries, snacks, and sodas

OPEN 24 HOURS

753-8575

.
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